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Here is the new issue of The Future Fire, a diverse and exciting issue
with stories about love, about growing up, about death, about the fight for
justice against oppression and the struggle for survival after the departure
of the oppressor. As usual, our artists have done us proud with bold,
imaginative and sensitive ilustrations, capturing the spirit of the stories
better than any editor or reviewer I know.
This is an issue full of firsts, of introductions and welcomes. Every author in this issue is new to TFF (and all are names that we're proud to see
in the table of contents at last). We also welcome to the fold new associate editor Kathryn Allan, known to some of you as Bleeding Chrome, and
new members of the slush-reading and refereeing team, Cécile (who was
our first ever professional illustrator eight years ago!), Serge, Tracie and
Valeria (who has undertaken proofreading duties in the last year or so
too). Thanks to everyone for their great work and contributions to this issue.
Looking to the future, we hope to kick off another anthology call in the
next few weeks, and we're thinking about one or two themed issues this
year too. This is where your input will come in: do you have opinions?
Do you care about social-political issues and broad representation, and
want to write reviews? Do you have ideas for peer-reviewed, professional
or academic standard non-fiction? What media other than writing should
we be paying attention to? Does anyone fancy writing hypertext or other
experimental fiction for us to look at? Fake reviews as Borgesian fiction,
anyone? We have plenty of ideas, but we'd love to hear yours too.
In the meantime, enjoy the fiction in this one.
Djibril al-Ayad, March 2014
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‘Made Light’
Melissa Moorer

Illustrated by Eric Asaris

All that light and no heat, it couldn’t be real. It just wasn’t possible. It was a fairy tale. Wasn’t it?
————————
I don’t have a father. Mine was a virgin birth, but not in a Jesus
Christ kind of way. There were no angels and no trumpets and I am
not a boy. God doesn’t speak to me, but sometimes the stars do.
Mom says it’s because we’re related (me and the stars), but I am
not convinced. When I ask about my father, she laughs and says he
was a lightning bug.
“I’m serious. I swallowed a lightning bug and nine months later,”
she motions dramatically toward me, the living proof of her immaculate conception. “You.” When I respond with a suspicious
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stare, she huffs back into her lawn chair and goes back to snapping
beans. “Ask your Gran if you don’t believe me.”
My grandmother just rolls her eyes and exhales a loud “Hmph,”
but she doesn’t say no. She shakes her head, but she has never said it
didn’t happen that way. And she would if she could.
I believed this explanation when I was little and didn’t know any
better. Lying awake at night, I imagined I would someday be able to
fly, my fairy father arriving in a swirl of color and light to whisk me
away to the glittery firefly world or fairy kingdom. But he didn’t and
I don’t—have any magical abilities.
Anyway, I know now how babies are made and that fairies don’t
exist. I bring home biology books to prove it to my mother: you can’t
get pregnant by swallowing anything, it just doesn’t work that way. I
lay the book on the table between us open to full-color illustrations
that look like some strange underworld map. See, stomach and
uterus—totally unconnected. No highway from the red state of the
stomach to the pink sea of the uterus, not even the dotted lines of a
gravel road.
“When you were learning to walk we had to tie a string to your ankle so you couldn’t fly away,” is her answer.
“Whatever,” I say. “Then why don’t I float away now?”
She points to my feet and the heavy black corrective shoes I have
had to wear as long as I can remember. “The shoes.”
“Remember when you were six and you fell in love with the light
in the pantry?” My face burns with shame before she reaches the end
of the sentence. Memories of lying curled under the burning beautiful
glow all night. I tried to stay in my bed, but the light sang to me,
drawing me out of my room to lie on the cold hard floor as it lulled
me to sleep with its bright, sweet voice. They finally had the fixture
replaced and I was inconsolable for weeks.
But I am too old for that now. Too old to believe their stupid stories
about firefly fathers and invisible wings in my back. I went through
her things years ago searching for my real father: an old photo with a
note on the back, a sperm bank receipt, a love letter. Because in the
real world I am the bastard child of some sweaty fumbling in the
backseat of a Chevy Nova or worse, the shameful offspring of a rape
or some twisted first cousin star-crossed love affair. They may choose
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to live in that fantasy world of fireflies and fairies, but I have to go to
school every day at Fayette High School in Lexington, Kentucky. I
have to live in the terrible real world, so I quietly collect the facts I
need to end the fairy tale.
————————
1. Fireflies aren’t really flies. They are beetles. The glow is caused
by an efficient chemical reaction in the guts of the insect that creates
luminescence and almost no waste heat.
————————
The smug fluorescent lights in the cafeteria hum and wink at me,
probably because my few friends have second lunch and the lights
know I have no one else to sit with but them. The other students don’t
notice their constant muttering about my shoes or hair or whatever
else they can see from up there. I eat my lunch outside when it’s
warm enough, so that I don’t have to hear their condescending ramblings, but it’s raining today so I look for a table toward the edges
and find one under a dim and erratically blinking tube of light. One
of the bulbs is dying a long, slow death, which has caused the nearby
bulbs to go desperately silent. I slide into the faint outline of an unoccupied seat and concentrate on my lunch.
That’s what brings her to me, I guess: the shadowy table and the
girl in near dark. She has black black hair, thick eyeliner and dark
clothes, some kind of glittery powder all over her face. That’s all I
can absorb in one cursory glance. Enough to know that I don’t recognize her. She must be new here. That would explain the confusion.
There is no other reason to sit at this twilight table with me. She will
know soon enough what I am, so I ignore her attempts at conversation and pretend to read despite the mumbled blinkings of the desperate and dying light bulb above us.
Three weeks later she is still sitting with me under the flickering
fluorescent. “Look, I’m not into Nine Inch Nails or Slipknot anything,” I blurt out. She continues reading for a few seconds before
resting the paperback copy of Wuthering Heights face down on the
plastic surface of the table.
“Okay,” she says, drawing out the syllables in a slow sing-song.
Her forehead wrinkles in confusion. “Neither am I.” Sure that she
will pick up her tray and leave me alone finally, I return to my book.
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“Well, what are you into then? You know, since we’ve established
what you’re not into.”
I say “Sleater-Kinney,” a band I’m sure she hasn’t heard of hoping
to end this conversation, but she smiles. Her eyebrows rise and peak
as she picks up her notebook carefully, bringing its scarred, grafittied
surface between us. It takes me a moment, but my eyes finally focus
on the familiar lyrics scratched out in ball point.
I wanna be your Thurston Moore
Wrestle on your bedroom floor
“Oh,” is the only response I can manage. As she removes the notebook I notice a swirl of color and design sneaking out from under her
long-sleeved shirt. A tattoo. Probably some kind of fairy thing or
maybe even a riot grrl symbol. Yes, that’s it. She’s probably some
kind of rabid vegan, rebel grrl, hipster punk wannabe who spends all
of her time collecting obscure albums on vinyl and boycotting Starbucks.
I glance at her tray looking for any signs of dogmatic dietary restrictions. There is no meat, but plenty of brand names: two Cokes,
Reese’s, Skittles and a couple of bags of Doritos. This in a school full
of anorexic girls. A normal lunch for someone who looks like her is a
Diet Coke and a bag of carrot sticks.
“Carrie Brownstein’s new band is playing in Cincinnati on Friday.
Wanna go?” Stunned by the invitation and the contents of her tray I
nod my head automatically then realize what I have agreed to. Not
just the concert with this girl I don’t know, but a total of three hours
travel time alone with her.
“We probably can’t get tickets now anyway,” I say, hoping she will
use this opportunity to take it all back.
She just shrugs. “Sure we can. I’ll charge them on my Dad’s credit
card. You can pay me back.”
————————
I always thought my name, Greta, was the one thing my mother
gave me that was mine. Such a sturdy, solid name. A name for movie
stars and soccer players, not pale fatherless freaks. Greta was a name
I could aspire to. Grow into. Until today. We had to research names
and their meanings for English class and that’s how I found out. The
hard way. Greta means ‘child of light’. Even my name isn’t real. Part
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of Mom’s firefly fantasy life.
I was so angry, I walked right past Mom and Gran when I got home
from school and refused to eat the homemade macaroni and cheese
with tomato slices on top I know Mom made just for me. It’s like she
has a sixth sense for when I’ll be angry and does exactly the wrong
thing.
I decide not to leave my room until morning and spend the night
going through my ‘Dad box’ again sifting through the evidence I’ve
found of possible fathers scattered through my mother’s things. The
most likely candidate is just s a faded yearbook photo with a note
written in jagged ball point. “Always, Glenn,” is all it says, but he
looks like a potential father. His hair is white blonde like mine and he
is so pale his face bleeds into the page leaving only faint outline and
dark eyes. I’ve already established that he lives in Cincinnati and that
he works for some big corporation. He’s like the ideal normal Dad.
His wife even has a blog with recipes and jokes and photos of what
could be my half sister and brother. I try not to check it for updates
more than once a week. He’s probably not even my real father and it
feels kind of stalkerish, but I can’t seem to help it. Can’t help smiling
along with the ridiculously happy toddlers smiling from their ridiculously perfect life that should be mine too.
It’s been less than a week but I check the blog again. It still hasn’t
updated. It’s been nearly two months with no update. Maybe something happened, something terrible. Maybe one of the kids needs a
bone marrow transplant and I will be the only match and save them.
Or maybe they are at Disneyworld or on a camping trip or one of the
ten thousand things normal families do. I sit near the phone for a
while and consider calling the number for the millionth time, but
what would I say?
————————
2. The glow acts as a warning to potential predators that fireflies
are poisonous. The chemicals that create the eerie glow also make
them deadly.
According to the blue jays in the backyard, they taste pretty awful
too.
————————
My grandmother’s room is small and crammed with books and
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figurines. It smells like cigarettes and cheap rose soap, but I like to lie
on her always-made bed and look up at the stained ceiling while she
smokes and knits and occasionally tells a family story. It is one of the
only safe places in the house, like she and my mother divided up the
house years ago and declared this a separate country. There are battles at the borders, but never inside.
Every time she lights up a cigarette she says,
“Don’t let me ever catch you smoking. I’ll wear you out if I even
smell cigarette smoke on you. I don’t care how old you are.”
I don’t even bother answering anymore, just close one eye so the
larger coffee-colored stain near the right angle of the wall looks like
an elephant’s head.
“So you’re going to this concert with a girl?”
“Yeah, her name’s Miranda,” I respond absently, wondering again
what I will wear.
“So. Tell me something about her.”
“Like what?”
She sighs a little and begins a new row of gray knots. “Like does
she have a last name? What do her parents do? That kind of thing.”
“I don’t know.” I shrug and hear her grind the cigarette against the
cracked china saucer she uses as an ashtray.
“Well you must know something,” she says and there is the blackboard squeak of yarn against teeth.
A lawnmower starts up just outside the window and I hear the irritable clatter of my mother doing dishes in the kitchen. I try to stay
very still hoping my grandmother will let me just lie here quietly for
a few minutes.
“I hope she’s a good one, ’cause you need a friend,” she says and
her accent softens even more, all the vowels going long. “You’re in a
rut baby girl and a rut ain’t nothing but a long grave.”
I have no idea what she means, but it is the kind of thing she says
to my mother to put a stop to all the talking, so I smile up at the elephant and close my eyes.
“Once upon a time there was a beautiful princess who lived in a
castle and all of that stuff. Only, she wasn’t like other princesses, she
was shy and bookish and kept to herself. Even though everyone at
court wanted to be her friend, get on her good side, she wouldn’t
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have any of it. She saw ‘em for what they were. A bunch of fakes.”
I recognize it immediately as The Firefly Princess. She hasn’t told
me this one in years. When I was thirteen I decided I had outgrown it,
outgrown all of them: The Dragonfly Guy, The Rise and Fall of Spider King, and The Superbright Adventures of the Flutterby Girl. They
are all ridiculous stories for gullible kids.
“Except for this one girl, a lady in waiting who was just as shy and
bookish as she was. Those two took up like peas in a pod. Spent all
their time together. Even had this secret code with lanterns to talk to
each other at night from their bedroom windows. They’d meet up in
the gardens and study the moon and the stars and talk about books.
But you see, the rest of the court wanted the princess all to themselves so they had her poor friend kidnapped. Even used their secret
lantern language to trap her. And they had her taken off someplace on
the other side of the forest so the princess would be all alone and
need them again.”
She’s changing something in the story, I’m almost positive, but it’s
sleepy warm in the room and I can’t remember.
“‘Course when the princess found out she got all bent out of shape.
Wouldn’t eat, wouldn’t sleep.”
There is the metal snap and sizzle of her Zippo and her voice gets
tighter around the smoke.
“So her daddy called in the old witch woman and she locked herself in with the poor princess for two whole days and nights.” The
clicking of the knitting needles stops and I hear the gravelly hiss as
she pulls on the cigarette. “All kinds of strange sounds and smells
were coming out of that room, but nobody dared bother that old
witch. Finally at dawn of the third day the witch walks out smiling
and the king rushes in to see his daughter, but she’s not there. The old
woman tells him to go to the window and he sees her out there flying
around with her black cape flapping out behind like wings and that
lantern blinking on and off. You see she’d gone out looking for that
poor girl and she still is every night. That’s what all those fireflies are
doing—helping that poor princess find her true friend with their lanterns and capes.”
The smoke curls and winds around itself circling the smug little
light above her bed and I wonder what the moral of this story is supThe Future Fire 2014.29
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posed to be. Fairy tales are supposed to have a point.
“What’s the moral of the story, Gran?”
There is a long silence and another inhale like dry leaves blowing
in fall before the knitting needles restart their cricket clicks. “The
world’s a jealous place, baby girl. Always trying to tell you it’s one
way when it’s another, so you watch out.”
Squinting, I turn to make sure she isn’t laughing at me, but her attention is focused on the gray sweater she has been working on all
week. Closing one eye, she stretches it, tilting her head to the side to
examine the fine net of her work.
“But shouldn’t there be a prince? Or a happy ending or something?”
“Then it wouldn’t be the truth now would it?”
————————
I have tried on everything in my room, which wouldn’t seem
strange if all of it wasn’t gray or black and virtually identical. A tentative knock and I get angry immediately, a Pavlovian response. And
I’m even angrier that Mom can make me feel something so strong
without any effort. I want to feel nothing around her, just numb. I
want to walk through this house like a soulless thing, a zombie, so
she understands how dead I am. What they have taken away from me
with their stories and lies.
“What?” I ask, unsuccessfully trying to hide the angry embarrassment. My mother takes a tentative step inside and frowns at the
clothes strewn everywhere.
“I hope you’re going to clean all of this up before you go,” she says
and then frowns harder like she didn’t mean to say it. It’s the same
frown she uses when I’ve said or done something she finds distasteful.
“What do you want?”
Her head snaps back slightly at the tone of my voice and her shoulders square, but she doesn’t say anything, just hands me a folded bill.
A hundred. I try not to look surprised, afraid that she will take it
back. We’ve never done this before—I’ve never gone out and she’s
never had to give me money for anything but lunch and my meager
allowance – so she has no idea how much money to give me. Obviously.
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I stuff it in my pocket and mutter my thanks before she can reconsider.
A tight smile and she turns to leave, but pauses on the threshold.
“You should wear a sweater too. In case it gets cold.” She points at
the pile on the bed. “The gray one.” They’re all gray. “With the pink
buttons.” Gran sewed them on for me and I never wear it because it
seems wrong, all of that color in the middle of so much same.
I don’t say anything and she leaves still frowning, but not at me.
“There’s a big black truck out here, baby girl. I think it’s your
friend,” I hear Gran’s voice downstairs. Smiling nervously, I grab the
sweater with the pink buttons on my way out.
I’m halfway to the black SUV when I finally remember to be angry.
————————
The trip to the concert is awkward quiet. I can’t think of anything
to talk about, so I stay silent and she concentrates on the road. The
floor is at least four inches deep in old soda cans, candy wrappers and
shopping bags—a garbage can bird’s nest at my feet. Every time I
move, the rustling seems deafening, so I don’t. But my legs are going
numb and the silence is ballooning between us.
“That’s weird,” she squints sharply ahead and I shift my weight,
stirring up the litter. “The street lights keep going out.” Sitting back
again she makes a face and smiles, the light glimmering and whispering conspiratorially off her teeth and that powder she always wears.
“Oh, really?” The lights for half a block around our house have
turned off and on as long as I can remember. Street lights burn cold
and long in a humming monotone. No periods, commas, or breaths
taken, except for the sun. When the sun rises they grumble their way
into mean silence. Street lights don’t speak the way other lights do
and they play games, probably to pass the time. When I was little, I
thought that they did this for everyone, humming in that distracting
way and lighting up only behind, never ahead, making the future a
dark place you have to feel your way into. Until I found the flashlight
in the back of the junk drawer in the garage and could light my own
way. The old kind, chrome and glass with a hard button for morse
code signals.
I tried in the beginning to learn morse code, but it was dull and the
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flashlight made fun of me, sneering through the clumsy stutter of
dashes and dots. I finally made up my own rhythms, like songs, that
seemed to please the ancient yellowing bulb that always took a few
seconds to warm up.
One of the taillights on the car ahead of us winks at me and I start
to sweat, sinking further into the giant leather seat. I click the cold
metal button in the familiar pattern until hear the incongruous highpitched giggle of the flashlight.
“Yep. Creepy cool,” she raises her eyebrows at me and smiles
louder, like I didn’t hear the first one.
————————
3. The blinking light is a complex mating signal. A language. Each
species of firefly has its own pattern to attract others of its own kind.
————————
The concert is already in motion by the time we arrive, everyone in
their hipster best clogging the front door so I hang back wishing I
hadn’t come. She grabs my hand and drags me through the crowd to
an enormous bald guy with multiple piercings and we are suddenly
inside.
An unfamiliar band plays up front and I look away quickly from
the sexy reds and blues of the stage lights to find her watching me
with a quizzical look.
“Want a drink?” she mouths and I notice the noise, nodding as she
takes my hand again. I swallow down the overwhelming desire to
pull away. No one touches me. Ever. Not even with their eyes.
On the way to the underage bar she pauses and I pull away before
she can. The room goes silent just as she is mobbed by a group of
squealing, unfamiliar girls who must be her Cincinnati friends.
My arms are crossed now and I am conscious of the weight of my
shoes, my feet sliding around in the too-big space of them. There is
the pull of an arm around my shoulder and I am introduced in shy
waves and exuberant smiles. I’m not quite sure what to do, so I don’t
do anything, just stand there waiting for that look of disgust, but it
doesn’t come. We are moving as a group toward the back of the club
and there are a lot of questions about our high school and Lexington.
Someone hands me a flask and I take a drink that is sour heat all the
way down.
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“What the fuck is this?” Miranda asks, horrified, after taking a
drink.
“I don’t know.” A girl with stringy pink hair and suspenders named
Chelsea shrugs. “I just poured a little out of all the bottles in the liquor cabinet so they wouldn’t notice.”
“Ew.” They all make gagging noises and laugh as they tip the flask
up one by one before handing it again to me. Another drink and it
doesn’t taste quite as bad. Miranda makes a face and smiles, handing
me her soda to cover the burn in cold and sweet.
Another shot of toxic heat from the flask and the concert fades into
a blur of lights and the bump and pressure of strangers and new
friends dancing around and against me. It smells like perfume and
cigarettes and I smile thinking of Gran’s room, but there is something
more complicated behind it: beer, sweat and something else that
should be familiar but isn’t.
I don’t remember making my way to the front, but I am there,
pinned between the bodies before and behind, Miranda screaming beside. A silence in the lights and music and the flask hits my lips
again. There is a faint warning wail from the dim bulb over the exit,
but I ignore it.
The lights smear themselves all over me and faces bob above and
around, eyeliner smudged in furry lines except hers. They stay perfect, like her eyes were drawn on years ago in permanent marker,
mirroring the designs on her sleeves. The sweat smell is stronger and
the crowd nudges and pushes me, but her hand is cold and direct,
leading me into the soothing quiet cool of the back exit.
The alley is all dark quiet leading to the shouting explosion of the
well-lit parking lot. I cover my ears and fall against the car and out of
Miranda’s grasp. She laughs and there are other cars teasing around
us.
Then lights ahead, red and white, winking and Miranda slips something cold into my hand, the chrome of that small flashlight I am almost sure, but it’s just a bottle.
“Here. Drink.”
Water. The light bends through the lens of it, distorting her smile as
I use it to stop the burning in my throat and stomach. I’m drunk, I realize with terrified amusement. I’m drunk with a girl I barely know a
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hundred miles from home. Maybe she isn’t smiling, maybe it’s just
the bending of the light. Lowering the bottle I see that she is holding
the steering wheel, staring ahead with great concentration, but the
pink and black-clothed bodies of her friends are draped over the hood
of the giant black SUV.
“We’re in the park, near your Dad’s house,” she says with a smile
so bright, I can’t help but reflect it.
“I don’t have a Dad.”
Her eyebrows tip precariously over her eyes, her head tilting
slightly.
“Oh. Okay,” she says. “But you said he lives on Spruce.”
My head starts nodding before I really understand, until the web
sites and maps flash in my mind. Spruce Street. Always, Glenn written in ballpoint. Paper-colored Glenn, my most possible father.
“Oh, yeah,” I mumble trying to remember talking about him to her
or anyone.
“We could go say hi,” she says, motioning toward the green Spruce
Street sign nearby. But the driver’s side door opens with squeals and
before I can answer, she is pulled laughing into the dark. The stereo
jumps to life and I feel the car give way as I fall into the giggling
arms of her friends who are shouting the words to whatever is playing.
They all tell stories about people I don’t know and I try to smile
and laugh in the right places, but it hurts my face like when we have
to go to my Uncle Gary’s house. There are so many people and terms
I don’t know. Maybe it’s the alcohol, but they keep referring to people as ‘moths’ and ‘grubs’ in condescending tones. Probably, they are
saying ‘goths’ and ‘chubs’, but I am too drunk and tired to sort it out.
Miranda keeps looking at me through the moving silhouettes, black
hair illuminated by the angry glow of cigarettes and the occasional
lighter. Her smile when our eyes meet changes and I wish I was like
them and could understand. Or at least if I was closer, the dim light of
her smile might give something away.
The shoes are starting to hurt my feet, too much time standing in
them, so I step back and lean against the still-warm hood of her car,
looking up at the stars that blink bored, too old and important to be
impressed by a bunch of drunk punk girls in the middle of the night.
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They are burning super hot somewhere billions of years ago, I remind
myself, even if they are shivering and chattering ice cold over us.
Turning my cheek to the slowly cooling metal of the hood I see the
reflective letters of Spruce Street and slide down to the ground. My
father. He would know about the science of stars and reproduction.
He would do normal things like ground me for being out late and
coming home drunk. Unlike my mother, he would tell the truth.
There would be rules about how to behave and what was appropriate.
That’s what being normal means.
The sidewalk sways and tilts under me and the night seems unnaturally bright, turning the street into a straight line as the house numbers get bigger and bigger climbing toward 1234. The street lights are
a different kind of quiet tonight, a sort of black hole of silence like
someone expecting an answer. For the first time I can remember, they
don’t go out as I walk, they burn brighter. So bright I have to cover
my eyes with one hand and I wonder what the game is now and why
it has changed so suddenly.
His house isn’t any different than the other houses really. Nice car
in the driveway, sculpted hedges and the walk is edged. I think of the
weeds growing up around the front walk at home and get a little
queasy. The flashlight would fix things, but the cold cylinder in my
hoodie pocket is just a water bottle.
My head hurts and my shadow is thick black and small in all the
light until with a last surge the street lights go suspiciously silent and
dark. I stand there staring at the yellow squares of light from his
house and the street light in front slowly brightens to a faint glow. It
whispers something I can’t make out or maybe I don’t want to. I
wobble to one of the windows and look inside where a man sits at a
long table bent over papers and I can just make out the blue flicker of
a TV in another room.
Stumbling back a few steps I look into the backyard, which is littered with the soft shapes of children’s playground structures, the
kind that don’t break or leave splinters. They look kind of gray in the
faint light of the backyard. Their sloping plastic lines pull at my
stomach again and I take a swig from the cool bottle before stepping
back to the window. I can just make out his face now, his graying
head, glasses perched on a thin nose as he studies the pages in front
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of him. Maybe he’s a lawyer or an accountant. I should have checked.
The street is completely black now except for the dim street light in
front of his house. I look back at his pale features and watch his pen
scratch around on the paper without a sound. He is so close I could
just tap on the window or knock on the front door and ask about her.
About me. The thought of talking to him makes my stomach twist
and burn. I bend over taking deep breaths to keep from throwing up.
I hear it before I even see it: the laughing phrases of my flashlight
blinking in the dark past of the street.
“Hey.” Her hair shines black. I walk to meet her on the sidewalk
and the final street light goes black. “I’ve been looking everywhere
for you.”
“How’d you…?” She clicks the flashlight off before I can finish
the question and I can just make out a smile.
“You gave it to me in the parking lot for safe-keeping. Remember?” No. I don’t. “Did you see your Dad?”
I think of the man at the table and his perfectly normal house, of
my mother, our scruff lopsided house, the crazy street lights, and
Gran’s fairy tales. What would he think of his angry, unlikable
daughter in the ugly shoes? How would I ever fit into a life so compact and carefully arranged where street lights behave and flashlights
don’t speak? I’ve always imagined my world as small, limited to just
Mom, me, and Gran and nothing else, but looking at the pale glow of
the house that doesn’t even try to speak to the street lights, I feel
enormous and full of light. Too bright for this nice house, this dead
end street and its darkness, to contain.
“My mother swallowed a lightning bug and I was born nine months
later,” I say and smile. The heat in my gut that was so painful before
turns into something else, something fluttering.
She doesn’t laugh or tell me how drunk I am. She just stands there
staring at me under all that dark. Something cool slips into my hand
and I think at first it’s my flashlight, but it’s her hand leading me
down the driveway to the back yard away from the conspiring street
lights and the silent, suspicious house. Overhead, the stars are talking
again, but I can’t make out what they’re saying over the powdery,
glittery sheen of her skin that shines back at me like a smile. Like an
unfinished sentence.
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“What?” She strips her shirt off, the collar catching for a moment
around her elbows and the powder is everywhere, spattered like starlight. Her skin is divided into grays outlined in black like the playground pieces standing in silhouette between us and the house. I remember the tattoos, the patterned sleeves, but these aren’t arranged
like someone meant to design and mark her, they are giant blotches
of what I know even in the dim are bright iridescent colors.
“What are you doing?”
“Nothing.” Her voice is a soft bright and I can see that she is smiling now, a different sort of smile that flutters around her mouth like a
candle flame.
“I um,” I say, but her fingers are working the pink buttons of my
sweater and I back up clumsily into the plastic sliding board, stepping
out of the mean dead weight of my shoes. “This…” I begin my shirt
peels away and cool air falls all over me. The grass is cold and wet
soaking through my thin socks and she is so close now. I shut my
eyes so I can’t see the glint and glimmer of her skin that must be
laughing at me. The cool of
her fingers slides down my
back opening up that lit,
burning place and everything pulls tight and then
away. Her arms are around
me, her lips on my neck and
I am weightless, rising.
When I finally open my
eyes the stars surround us,
shifting and burning like
fireflies, cold and quiet. But
I can see them now for what
they are and maybe always
have been: the lights of the
city seen from above where
we hover, lit up ecstatic and
almost too bright.
© 2014, Melissa Moorer
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‘The Birdwatcher’
Jocelyn Koehler

Illustrated by Cécile Matthey

He watched things go bad.
He watched things go from bad to worse.
He watched, from his seventh-floor window, all the changes on his street
and in his city, years and years of change.
Some changes came suddenly, like the safety measures put in place after
the first attacks. Cameras sprouted like flowers at the intersections and near
the businesses and inside all the apartment buildings. Monitors scrolled
through realtime notices of suspicious activity, arrests, and public disturbances. Soon, higher, uglier fences marked out every property line and every
barrier. Knowing where everyone belonged helped the fight. Of course it
did.
Other changes had nothing to do with violence. They were quieter, like the
slow climb of mercury, rising every year until winter was mostly a memory.
Or the aging of faces he knew, the loss of color on the painted fences, the
softening of building edges as rain and time and rat teeth worked at them.
His own apartment was tidy as ever. Time-worn too, yes. He hadn’t made
a lot of money when he worked, and his late wife had stayed at home. Retirement meant an even more limited budget, more careful spending. But he
could keep the place neat. Maybe that didn’t mean much in the grand
scheme of things, but it was what he could offer. RIP Walter Dennis: he
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never made a mess or a fuss.
Wally was a birdwatcher. He’d been all his life, ever since he was
given a cheap pair of binoculars at the age of eight. He knew all the
species in the area, and watched out his window over the jagged,
stepped landscape of rooftops: half the peaked roofs of houses, half
flat-topped warehouses. Some were a single story, some were taller.
But Wally’s building was the highest the neighborhood, so he saw
down into the pockets of green, and he had the best view of the sky.
Despite his arthritis, he still tried to take a trip out to the nature preserve at least once a month or so to scout for migratory or vagrant
species, though it was getting ever more annoying to travel. A few
months ago, the snotty-faced checkpoint officer said he didn’t believe
there were any birds left to watch. Wally started to tell him about the
Herrera Shift, named for the ornithologist who first identified it a few
decades ago. When the annual global temperature anomaly exceeded
3ºC, it triggered something. All the patterns changed. The tropics
thinned out and the warmer, more sluggish ocean currents meant that
species shifted as many as 2000 miles from their historical wintering
grounds. In fact, the redtailed…
The guard waved Wally through before he could finish.
So Wally kept watching. His life list—all the birds he’d seen and
hoped to see—was impressive, at least to other birdwatchers. The list
resided in the leather pack that Wally took on all his birdwatching
trips. The pack also held a very fine pair of antique Zeiss binoculars
(a wedding gift from his Melinda), and a few well-thumbed guides…
the paper kind. His handheld was useless in the wetlands, where the
connection never quite reached. Take away that bag, and Wally was
just another cranky senior citizen.
True, all the changes meant there were not as many birds left to
watch, but Wally adapted by learning the markings and flight patterns
of all the crow and gull subspecies. He identified certain individuals
by name: Striker (Corvus corax, with a habit of beating up others to
get at food), Big Gimpy (a Larus smithsonianus who had lost a foot),
and Lady Anne (a particularly fastidious Falco sparverius). He’d die
before he ran out of birds to watch.
Early one morning, Wally was leaning out his window to watch a
bird fly down the canyon of the street, when a bright white splotch
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caught his eye. It hadn’t been there the previous night, when he
closed the curtains before bed. But now one of the warped wooden
fences dividing a front yard from the sidewalk bore a mark.
He squinted, assessing. It was Janice Branch’s fence. It was less
than a foot across, but it wasn’t just a splash of paint. It had a definite
outline. He did not know at first what the sign was. A ghost? A cloud?
A flower? He grabbed the binocs. The leather casing was shiny with
wear, but the steel underneath was as tough as ever. Wally never worried about the Zeiss getting broken.
But even these binocs couldn’t compete with early morning glare
and a bad angle. The white splotch refused to resolve into a shape.
Wally could have gone down to see it on the street, but his grocery
day wasn’t till tomorrow.
He shrugged and went about his daily routine. Breakfast, a little
reading on the screen, vacuum the floors. A nap. A sandwich for afternoon, then a walk to the vacant lot (the other way from Janice’s
house). There he could listen to the evening chatter of the birds in the
overgrowth. By the time he walked back home, it was dark. After
lengthy consideration, he took a detour to pass Janice’s fence.
She must have called the Commission, because the mark was gone.
Well, not gone. It was still there, under the new coat of paint the
workers rolled roughly over the offending image. Faintly annoyed by
the wasted effort, Wally returned home.
The next day, Wally ran into Janice when he left for the corner
store. “Janice, there’s got to be an easier way to get someone from the
government to paint your fence for you.”
“Oh!” she huffed. “I didn’t have anything to do with that!”
“I was joking.”
“I know,” she said, her eyes still a little wild. “They asked me
though, if I did it. Me! I told them I was too old to run around with a
can of paint in the middle of the night.”
“You should leave a note for the vandal. Maybe he can space his
graffiti out so the city will have to paint your whole fence.”
“And then be arrested for collusion! You know why they came out
right away, don’t you? It was what he drew.”
“What was it?” Wally asked. “I never did see it proper.”
“How could you miss it? The white bird. That symbol those anarThe Future Fire 2014.29
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chists are using. It’s all over the ’casts. If some kid had just painted
something obscene, the Commission wouldn’t have given a hoot.”
The day after, in defiance of the new paint, a second bird appeared,
the same dissident symbol. This one had the words “fly free” stencilled under it. That mark got painted over too. But the vandal appeared to have settled in. Soon, white birds flocked down the walls
and posts of the neighborhood.
Before the week was over, the artist got a picture on the side of the
corner store, far more elaborate than the simple birds. This one was a
life-size pinup girl, just like in the old, old wartime calendars. She
wore a skimpy version of an army uniform. She delivered her salute
with a wink, while the words “I love a man who fights for freedom!”
appeared above her head. What made it a vicious crime was the slight
alteration to the flag she stood in front of. The stripes were the same,
but instead of stars, a white bird blazed on the blue.
Wally stood looking at it for a long time.
A neighbor shuffled up next to him. “Look at that! I never thought
we’d see stuff like this around here. Things are getting worse.”
“I think it was all done ahead of time, and then just pasted on, like
wallpaper,” Wally said, still studying the picture.
“Who cares how he did it? Cops will swarm the neighborhood until
he’s caught.”
He was right. The Commission took reports of this graffiti seriously, and bumped up the number of local safety officers. Wally did
not feel much safer, however, and the paste-ups continued to multiply. The artist was so elusive that some folks said it must be a gang at
work. No one saw him (or her), but everyone saw the pieces left behind.
Some images started appearing in strange places, like high on
building walls or tucked behind doorways. Like hidden treasure, they
were meant to be discovered. Wally got curious.
He found that he had a new hobby. The birds were not going to
mind, and who knew how long the artist would stay? Wally started
napping in the late afternoon so he could get up after midnight and
watch from the window of his dark apartment. Whenever he saw a
flicker of movement, he grabbed his binocs, one finger on the dial,
ready to make the most minute twitch to hone the focus. Usually, it
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was a rat, or a kid sneaking home past curfew. But one night, he saw
the artist.
A young man dove down an alley. Wally trained the binocs on the
building next to the alley, and was rewarded a moment later, when
the same figure scrambled up a fire escape ladder. He waited out a
slowly panning security camera, and then darted forward once more
till he escaped the camera’s range.
On a landing, the man dropped a backpack to the grating, and went
to work.
Wally watched as he glued up the paper figure and then stenciled
some words next to it. A cap obscured the man’s face, and he only
looked around once, maybe when he heard something. As soon as he
finished painting the words, he packed up and vanished over the rooftop and down onto another street. The whole thing took less than
three minutes. Wally spent longer than that focusing the binocs on the
painting, a fresh redhead holding the white bird emblem in her upturned hand, inviting viewers to “Think free.”
If anyone else besides Wally saw the artist, they didn’t say anything. New pinups appeared day after day. There was the one with the
girl dressed up as a magician, with a tight-fitting tuxedo coat, fishnet
stockings, and not much else. She pulled the white bird out of her top
hat, along with the words “Freedom is No Trick”. The fact that she
performed her magic right in front of a security camera did not go unnoticed.
The one where she was uniformed like a cop was particularly sly,
since the artist stuck it to the side of the cops’ favorite bakery, right
on street level. This time the pinup showed blond curls beneath the
tilted police cap. She perched on top of a pile of donuts, asking,
“What do you fight for?” The bird graced her coffee cup, held aloft in
one hand.
Wally saw more than just the artist, who moved through the streets
as confidently as a black cat. More patrol cars covered the neighborhood, more safety officers roamed the streets by day, asking more insistent questions.
Life went on. A protest downtown turned violent. The dissidents
were involved. No one knew for sure who started it, but at the end,
dozens of people—no, not people, protesters—were tear-gassed, shot
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with rubber bullets, and arrested. The Commission apologized to the
city’s commuters for the delays caused by the police action.
Wally knew the artist would react to that news. Unless he’d been
among the arrested! The old man waited in an agony until midnight,
wondering where the artist was, or if he was gone forever.
But then, he appeared. A bag sat like a hunch on the artist’s back,
full of all the things this enemy of the people fought with: glue and
paper and paint. There was a camera perched on a pole on one corner
of the roof. He took the precaution of approaching that camera from
the blind side so he could wrangle a knit hat over the lens.
Wally almost laughed out loud. That was the big trick? The way he
eluded the state? Dark clothes, well-timed travel, and a hack any bum
could manage.
Finding a spot he liked, the young man went to work. Wally
watched diligently, his elbows propped on the sill so he could hold
the binocs more easily. He soon saw what the young man couldn’t: a
police car purring slowly up the street. The cops usually drove fast
down this street. But not now.
Wally didn’t dare yell out the window. But he hated to think of the
artist getting arrested. How could he signal him? Looking around the
apartment, his eyes fell on the overhead light, switched off now, so he
could watch the night. Crossing quickly to the other wall, he closed
his eyes tightly in anticipation. He reached for the light switch and
toggled it several times, and then turned it off again. He worried that
the cops might notice the flicker. You’re seven floors up, Wally. The
cops aren’t going to look up from their donuts for that. But more than
that, he worried the artist wouldn’t notice.
He walked back to the window and peeped out. All quiet. Whether
the artist saw Wally’s light and understood the warning, or if he just
sensed the hunters, he managed to get gone.
Wally drew the curtains and headed to bed. Sleepless, he stared at
the hairline cracks in the ceiling. Am I an accomplice now? Am I part
of the resistance, just for turning a light on? What could they do to
me?
As it happened, no one noticed Wally’s small rebellion. He managed to wander past the new image before they destroyed it, looking
up from the street to where it had been pasted. The pinup girl, dressed
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in a tease of a nightgown, tucked an anonymous citizen into bed, telling him to “breathe easy.” Both figures wore gas masks, and the
white bird covered the bed’s blanket.
It got torn down by the end of the day.
“There’s a reward out now,” Janice said. She was sitting on her
sagging porch, and had waved to Wally as he came down the street.
“For who?” he asked, his heart beating faster.
“That tagger! Do you notice anything going on around you?”
“I notice plenty,” he said. “How much is it for?”
“Three grand.”
Wally whistled. That was a lot of money to report some graffiti
writer. “Why so much?”
“Because he’s different, isn’t he? No one knows how he’s doing it.
The cops have been scanning the camera footage. The vandal isn’t
there.”
“Or they just didn’t see him, so they say he can do magic.” He
snorted. Knowing how the artist pulled of his invisibility gave Wally
an odd feeling of pride. He knew more than the cops.
“It’s more than that. His stuff is… clever.” Janice spoke the word
unwillingly, glancing at the pair of cops across the street, as if they
could hear her from that distance. “Those girls are—” she paused.
“Sexy?”
“Inviting. They make the resistance seem cute. Fun.”
“Maybe it is. Have you ever gone to one of their meetings? I bet
they serve cake and beer. Hell, I’d go just for the beer.”
“Don’t even joke about that! Do have any idea what the Commission would do to you if they even thought you were connected to the
dissidents?”
Wally had no idea. No one did. It was true that people disappeared.
Arrests for collusion, for incitement, for suspicion were fairly common. But those didn’t happen to real people. Wally didn’t know anyone personally who might be part of the resistance… though he was
beginning to wish he did. He’d like to find out that kid’s name.
His few, carefully worded questions led nowhere. People either
didn’t know, or didn’t trust him enough to tell. He read more news on
the screen (actual newsprint was a relic), and read more diligently,
but fear kept him from searching for more information on the few
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leaders mentioned in the articles. He knew—everyone knew, without
knowing if it was true—that the Commission could surveil anything
you did online. Where you went, what you searched, what you
bought. Everything was tracked, stored, mined. The whole ’net had
turned into a sticky web, where people were the flies and the Commission was the spider. So Wally just kept doing what he had always
done: he watched.
One day, a loud knock startled him out of his afternoon nap. He
rolled off the couch, his muscles protesting, and hurried to the door.
He flung it open, dreaming that the artist had come to him for help,
having recognized his apartment by the flashing light.
Instead, two uniformed safety officers and a commissioner, plainclothed and mild-faced, stood in the hallway.
“Mr. Walter Dennis?” the commissioner asked. “Might I have a
word?”
Wally’s heart thumped painfully. But what could he do? “Come
in,” he said, stepping aside.
The commissioner did, leaving the officers in the hall. Guarding
the way out, Wally knew. “What’s up?” he asked.
The commissioner took his time answering. He looked around the
apartment, his casual expression at odds with his sharp eyes. He saw
the old, muted monitor; the single place setting at the table; the
framed picture of Wally and Melinda, their hair still dark; the lines in
the carpet from the steady pattern of Wally’s footpaths. “No need to
be alarmed, Mr. Dennis.”
Wally remained alarmed.
“The Commission has received several minor notifications regarding you.”
“Me?” Wally asked, putting wonder in his voice. “What have I
done?”
“Well, is there anything you want to tell me about?” The commissioner’s smile was almost kind.
He wasn’t fooled. “My life’s not that interesting.”
“It’s not,” the man agreed, with the confidence of one who knew.
“But here’s the problem, Mr. Dennis. According to some reports, you
expressed admiration for the recent disfigurements and vandalism in
the area.”
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Wally frowned. “Admiration? If you’re talking about those pinups,
I ain’t gonna lie.”
“Oh, no?” The man’s interest sharpened.
“I may be more than twice your age, Commissioner, but I still like
to look at a pretty girl. And those girls sure are pretty.”
The commissioner looked startled, then grinned. “I see. A different
sort of admiration.”
“What did your report say?”
The commissioner, of course, didn’t really answer. “That’s why I
check everything out. Sometimes information is garbled.” He looked
at his handheld. “One other thing. I’m told you own surveillance
equipment.”
Wally goggled at him, now truly confused. “What?”
“A camera? Or a telescope, binoculars? Correct?”
“You mean my birdwatching binocs?” Wally asked.
“Is that what they’re for? May I see them?”
Wally reached for his leather pack.
Before he could open it, the commissioner put a hand out. “I’ll do
it, if you don’t mind.” He opened the flap and drew out the case that
held the binocs. Was he expecting a gun?
Wally warned, “Please be careful with those. They’re older than I
am.”
The commissioner took the binocs out of the case and turned them
over in his hands, gazing at the fine, unscratched lenses, pristine after
all these years. “Beautiful,” he said, softly. Wally felt a sudden sharp
pain in his gut. What if the commissioner wouldn’t give them back?
“And you say you use these for birdwatching.”
“Oh, yes,” Wally said. “I could show you my life list.”
“Life list?”
“All the birds I’ve seen. Ever. And the ones I still hope to see.” The
enthusiastic senior card wasn’t one Wally needed to play often, but it
had its uses. He reached into the pack again, without waiting for permission, and pulled out the notebook along with the first bird book in
the stack.
The commissioner recoiled. “Uh, no time,” he said hurriedly, putting the binocs back onto the table. “Just needed to check up on the
reports. Didn’t think it was anything… a man your age. But vigiThe Future Fire 2014.29
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lance…” he trailed off as he headed toward the door. “Remember to
report any problems to the Commission or the Safety Office. Good
afternoon, Mr. Dennis.”
Wally waited a full five minutes after the door closed. Then he sat
down at the table. Relief at avoiding the Commission soon gave way
to frustration. He didn’t even know how to contact a street artist, let
alone the resistance. Besides, who would want him… a man his age?
Am I so old that no one cares what I do anymore? Wally thought.
Then, surprising himself, he laughed. “Do I care about what I do anymore?”
That night, the artist appeared on the roof of the building opposite
Wally’s, tantalizingly close. Wally could probably catch his attention
without raising his voice. He frowned. What if he was working for
the Commission? What if this was just a way to root out people who
had inconvenient notions about government?
The kid reached the edge, slid down a ladder and landed in a wide
alley that was really more of a driveway for the warehouse next to it.
After looking around, he must have decided that he was safe enough.
He pulled out a roll of paper and some glue. Wally watched, torn between going down and asking the kid who he was, and fearing the kid
was in fact the mild-mannered commissioner. Frozen, he waited.
He waited too long. A car parked in the street. Two cops got out,
and moved silently toward the alley. Wally saw them, and said nothing. He could have shouted, he could have signaled. But instead he
just watched.
From how the kid swiveled around, and how he jumped too late for
the ladder he used to get down in that hole, Wally knew that the kid
was not a plant. He was real. And Wally did nothing.
The cops barreled into him, sending him sprawling onto the
ground. Cans and tools scattered over the alleyway, rolling into corners and under dumpsters. The kid tried to get up, but one cop straddled him and jammed his gun in the young man’s face. Wally
watched him go still.
They handcuffed him and then hauled him roughly to his feet. They
were jovial, these cops. The artist was a great catch. The cops could
smell a bonus, a commendation, maybe even a promotion, depending
on who this kid was.
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They marched him to the car, and shoved him into the caged back
seat. Wally watched, his heart pounding. What was your name, kid?
Is anyone going to see you again? Who can I tell about you?
He waited until the cops drove off. No hero came to save the artist.
Wally had been too afraid to even come out and stand on the sidewalk to watch the show, though a few others did. He just sat and
stared, his hands shaking, while the cops took the young man away.
They left most of his paint and materials lying in the alleyway’s shadows.
When the street was clear again, Wally put his shoes on. He shuffled down the stairs. He walked to the alley and looked around to see
that no one else was watching.
A luscious brunette lay across the top of a garage door, as if she
were tied to train tracks. But she was mute. The artist didn’t have
time to write any words.
Wally cast about, looking at the trash. He found the white bird stencil, and then a sheet with the stamped-out message “Somebody free
me!”
He held the sheet up to the image of the girl, looking at her through
the gaps. Somebody should, he thought.
Then he stooped and hunted down the artist’s lost things: stencils,
brushes, rolled-up papers, cans of paint. He gathered them all as
quickly as he could, and then hurried back into his building by the
side entrance. I’ll say I was cleaning up, Wally told himself. If anyone asks, I was just being a good citizen.
But as he looked over the things he dumped on his apartment floor,
he doubted the Commission would buy that. He hefted a spray can,
considering his idea. He couldn’t make a pretty pinup girl, but he
could use the bird stencil. He could use it everywhere. He could test
it out in the alley below. And then he could range further, find new
places, and ask bolder questions of bolder people.
He could do it, if he was careful. Who looks at an old man, especially one who’s never made a mess or a fuss?
Wally put his birdwatching bag on the table. He emptied out the
guides, the binocular case, and the little notebook holding his life list.
He held the empty leather bag for a moment, then refilled it. But this
time, he nested the spray cans and the bird stencils inside. He’d have
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to get a different notebook in the morning. He was going to make a
new life list. Not for the birds he’d seen, but for all the ones he managed to make.
He walked to the window and looked out. All quiet.
He walked to the door, and put his drab khaki jacket on, then slung
the pack over his shoulder.
He walked out of the apartment, down the stairs, and out the heavy,
windowless side door. Tonight was the time to start, before he lost his
nerve. He was invisible for now, but Wally knew that eventually he’d
be found. He hoped the resistance found him first.
In the meantime, it was just him and the birds.

© 2014, Jocelyn Koehler
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‘Sophie and Zoe at the
End of the World’
Rebecca Buchanan

Illustrated by Robin E. Kaplan

Ma usually cried when she watched the news. Not this morning.
She turned off the tv a little after ten; the static always gave her a
headache, but she watched anyway. She carefully set the remote on
the end table, and moved the black-and-white cat off her lap. Pushing
herself off the couch, she announced, “Well, I guess that’s it, then.”
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I followed her down the hallway to the bedroom, lingering in the
doorway as she disappeared into the bathroom. The tabby came running out at her intrusion and rubbed up against my leg. The creak of
the medicine cabinet. She came back a moment later, fingers lightly
curled around a green bottle. It had a red cap and bright purple tape
sealing it shut. Garish.
Her hands shook a bit as she ripped open the tape. Not fear, I knew,
but hypoglycemia. Not like anyone was manufacturing insulin anymore; why bother? Off came the cap and she tipped the two black
pills into her palm. One, two, into her mouth, and it was done, just
like that.
She kicked off her shoes and laid back against the pillows. She
flicked at her skirts, arranging them in neat folds. “Keep the door
closed so that cats don’t get to me,” she instructed. When I didn’t answer she lifted her head from the pillow. “You hear me, Sophie?”
I nodded. Cleared my throat. “I’m just—I’m gonna go see Zoe. In a
bit.”
“Oh, that’s right.” Ma dropped her head back down onto the pillow.
Her words were beginning to slur and slide. Her breathing grew shallow. “She’s leaving’ t’day, in’t she?” Ma swallowed, breath catching.
“Mother’d terrible taste, but Zoe knew the good shtufff…”
One breath, two, still, gone.
I picked up the tabby, hugging him tight. He mewled in protest.
“Sorry,” I whispered, but didn’t let him go. Casting one last glance at
Ma’s still form, I pulled the bedroom door closed. The tabby mewled
again as I made my way back down the hallway to the living room.
The grandfather clock gonged. Already ten-thirty. I dumped the cat
on the couch, where he curled up next to his buddy. Zoe would be
leaving soon. I didn’t have much time.
I found the heavy canvas backpack in the box of camping supplies
in the garage. After the grocery stores started to run low on food and
the neighbors raided our garden, we’d had to dig into the box for
MREs. There were only a few packs of fiesta chicken and powdered
soup left. I grabbed those, too, in case Zoe might need them. After
she woke up.
In the living room, I paused before the wall of bookcases, the bag
dangling at my side. Ma and Zoe and I had spent ten years trolling liThe Future Fire 2014.29
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brary sales and garage sales and used book stores, looking for the
best stuff, the weird, wonderful stories—“literary salvage ops,” Zoe
called them. I studied the shelves now, hunting the best and weirdest
and most wonderful of them all.
I started with the picture books, gently pulling out a stained copy of
The Epic of Alexandra by Dorothy Dayton. I ran my fingers over the
cover and down the spine, inhaling the scent of chalk dust and erasers. The first day of kindergarten, Zoe had spotted me hiding the
book under my desk while Mr. Applethwaite droned on about addition and subtraction. She didn’t tell on me—but she did sit next to me
on the bus ride home and insist that I share. I hugged the book, then
set it gently in the bag. Peter Brown’s The Curious Garden,
Imogene’s Antlers by Small, Jay Williams’ The Practical Princess,
and Munsch’s The Paperbag Princess followed.
I raided our science fiction collection next. My hand hovered, finally settling on the battered copy of Le Guin’s The Dispossessed.
Varley’s Wizard and Piercy’s He, She and It and Russ’s The Female
Man followed, tumbling into the bag. I shook the canvas sack to get
them to lay flat. I impulsively added an Octavia Butler collection,
Delaney’s Trouble on Triton and the Vonnegut omnibus, and moved
on to the poetry shelves.
I bypassed all the classics—Homer, Sappho, Dante, Rumi—they
would already have been packed away and shipped out to the facility
by the government; the safe stuff. No. I needed the poems no one else
would dare to take along, the weird renegade rebel verses. The thinking poetry. The Dickinson omnibus; yes. It thunked as it landed in the
bag. The tabby meowed in irritation. Diving Into the Wreck; yes, Rich
was another must. Thunk. I hesitated over Ariel, ultimately bypassing
it in favor of Valente’s A Guide to Folktales in Fragile Dialects; Zoe
found that for me at a library sale for my twelfth birthday. I sniffed
the cover, inhaling deeply. Thunk. Parallel french-english editions of
Wittig’s Les Guérillères and Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du mal. The illustrated Walk Now In Beauty by Canan and the beat up hardcover
edition of Kennedy’s The Witch’s Dictionary.
The bag was getting heavy.
I moved on to the philosophy books. Again, I skipped the classics,
the safe status quo stuff. Stirner’s The Ego and Its Own went in the
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bag. Tucker’s Liberty. A scarred hardcover edition of the Collected
Works of Voltairine de Cleyre. A near-pristine edition of Rose Wilder
Lane’s The Discovery of Freedom, which Zoe and I had found at a
garage sale just a few months ago… People seemed to want to get rid
of stuff, now. We’d traded a small bag of fresh peppers straight from
the backyard for the book.
The clock gonged again. Eleven. Hurry.
I made a quick pass through the remaining book cases. Grimm’s
Grimmest; none of that bowdlerized crap for me and Ma and Zoe.
Pullman’s His Dark Materials omnibus, Hopkinson’s Brown Girl in
the Ring, Silko’s Ceremony, Abbey’s The Monkey Wrench Gang,
and—I couldn’t resist—Pilgrim at Tinker Creek by Dillard.
I tied the bag closed and snapped the flap shut. I left the door to the
garage open, whistling for the cats. They ignored me until they heard
the rattle of their food bucket. They wove between my legs while I
mixed in a few teaspoons of rat poison. I set their bowls down,
scratched their ears good-bye, and left them purring.
Staggering under the weight of the bag, I hefted it onto my back,
pulling the straps tight across my chest. Inside, I heard the clock
strike eleven-thirty. I grabbed my bike, tipping it upright, and flicked
the garage door button. I glanced up. Streaks of odd-colored lightning
flickered high in the atmosphere.
I clambered onto the bike, not bothering to close the garage door
behind me. Wobbling, I found my balance. Pedaling hard, I tore
down the street. Passed the abandoned cars and houses with yellow
tape across the front doors. I could smell smoke. A sharp right. A dog
raced up, barking madly and snapping. I wobbled again. I kicked at
the dog and pedaled harder. Shallow left and down a steep hill. The
dog fell behind, still barking. Applying the squealing brakes, I wove
in and out and around cars and trash cans and trucks and debris. The
street finally cleared out at the bottom of the hill. A functional car
roared passed me, horn blaring.
I shot an obscene gesture at the driver and headed left. Zoe’s house
sat on the right side, five doors down.
A parade of vehicles had just pulled up in front. A big fancy bus,
the windows darkened. Four jeeps filled with men in fatigues, rifles
sticking over their shoulders, pistols at their hips, helmets on their
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heads. They clambered out of the jeeps, circling the bus, eyes wary.
In the front lawn, near the curb: Zoe. Her mom. Her dad. Her brother
Kyle, hugging a black suitcase covered in football team stickers. As I
drew closer, I saw the bright white, laminated social security cards
carefully pinned to each of their jackets. Curtains flickered in the
windows of some of the neighboring houses.
The brakes squeaked as I slowed, turned into a driveway and onto
the sidewalk. Zoe’s head whipped around, her long black pig tails flying. She was wearing the navy blue ribbons I bought her for her tenth
birthday; they were stained and tattered from constant wear.
“Sophie!” She dropped her bag and dashed over, passed the glaring
soldiers.
Her mother reached for her, hissing. “Zoe! Zoe, get back here!”
Her father picked up her bag and stepped towards the bus, ignoring
us.
I dropped the bike and she threw her arms around me. She smelled
of blueberries and cream. I inhaled deeply, holding the scent in my
lungs. Her breasts pushed against mine, and I tightened my arms
around her back, feeling the sweep of her shoulder blades. Her laminated social security card poked my collar bone.
“I was so afraid you wouldn’t make it,” she whispered against my
neck. “I was afraid they would take us away and I wouldn’t get to say
good-bye.”
“I’m here, I’m here.” My voice caught and I had to swallow. “I’m
here. I brought—um—” I pulled away a bit and she dropped her
arms, taking my hands “—I brought the books. I grabbed what I
could…” My voice trailed off as she smiled at me, dimples appearing
on either side of her mouth. Her eyes crinkled. She raised her right
hand, pinky out and slightly bent. I matched her gesture, wrapping
my finger around hers and for one moment, one sweet moment, it
was just us.
“Zoe!” her mother hissed again, stamping her foot. “We are leaving! Get over here!”
The dimples disappeared and Zoe’s mouth twisted into a grimace.
Over her shoulder, I saw her father climb into the bus, dragging her
little brother by the hand. Kyle got off a half-wave before he disappeared inside.
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I unclipped the straps and pulled the canvas bag off my back. It
thumped to the ground between us. “I brought what I could,” I repeated, babbling. “Ma wasn’t—Ma couldn’t help me pick.” Zoe’s
eyes widened, then darkened with grief. Her fingers tangled through
mine, around the straps. “So, I grabbed the best. I hope you like
them.”
“Dickinson? Grimm?”
I nodded, trying to smile. “Dayton, too.”
She grinned, crying. “I traded for some Wonder Woman comics
and snuck them into the bottom of Kyle’s bag.”
I could feel my nose running. “Oh, geez, your Mom’ll hate that.”
We giggled.
“Zoe!” Her mother was yelling now, impatient and embarrassed.
One of the soldiers came over. “Miss, we really do need to leave.
The train’ll go with or without you.”
Zoe didn’t answer, just nodded. I wiggled my hands free as she
grabbed the straps and slung the backpack over one shoulder. She almost fell over. She couldn’t let go so I cupped her face in both hands
and kissed her. Our first and last kiss. She tasted like tart blueberries.
“Zoe!” her mother shrieked.
I slowly released her mouth, dropped my hands and stepped back.
My heels banged into the bike. She was crying. I took another half
step back, crossing my arms over my chest.
The soldier touched her shoulder, slowly turning her around. With
his free hand, he tipped his hat at me. One step, then another, then another, away from me, the soldier following along beside her, his hand
on her shoulder. Eyes red and furious, her mother shot me one more
poisonous glare and then stormed onto the bus. Zoe stalled at the bottom of the steps and the soldier gave her a bit of a push. One step up,
two, gone.
The soldiers clambered back into their jeeps, the doors hissed shut,
and the bus rumbled to life. A plume of grayish exhaust and the parade took off down the street. I watched until it reached the intersection far, far down the road and turned right, vanishing.
An hour or so to the train station, to one of the few functional platforms. Five hours to a black spot on the map in the middle of the
mountains. A few more hours to check in, carefully lock away their
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possessions, and then sleep. A long sleep, long enough for the storms
to pass and the sun to calm and the planet to heal.
I bent and set the bike upright. She would dream of me, as I would
dream of her in those last moments as I lay down next to Ma and
swallowed those two black pills.
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I held the handbill as my fingers trembled with the wet, the cold, the
shock: in one month’s time, the army will be here. We’re fucked.
I looked up. Father Goddard stood on his soapbox, and his choir repeated every word so the whole camp could hear: we’re not going
down without a fight. Dig out your rifles, clean them, load them.
“We will stay,” he said, and his choir echoed. The rain ricocheted
off his face and out-stretched arms. “We will fight. God is with us.
Jesus turned the moneychangers out of the temple. And we, like him,
are fighting to turn the moneychangers out of our souls. Money talks,
but God inspires. And we will inspire. The company will not triumph!
We are the angels of a new dawn, heralding the day when man has
the right to choose his own destiny!”
How had I ended up the angel of a new dawn? I looked at the dripping, determined faces of my fellow colonisers. They looked at Goddard like this had always been their destiny; he clenched his fist and
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punched the air—solidarity. His choir echoed him, and the crowd
echoed them.
I’d never had a destiny, just choices I’d refused to make. All I’d
wanted was a quiet life.
I screwed the handbill into a thick, wet ball and dropped it into the
mud with all the others the balloons had dropped last night. I had too
much on my mind already and I really didn’t need this.
————————
When night had fallen and I wouldn’t be missed, I sneaked away. I
made my way to the company’s little encampment by the farmhouse,
and forced the door of their canvas and wood prefabricated office. I
found the desk of Amelia Decker, and left a sealed envelope next to
her inkwell.
“Ms. Decker
When I was in infant school, my best friend was a girl named Amy.
She taught me to do cartwheels on the playing fields and one day we
found a dead starling by the fence. When we were five, her father
moved her and her family to Australia. She said they were going for
three years. I never saw her again.”
I sneaked out and started the long, wet walk back.
————————
Two days later, Tom found me. He gave me a letter with my name
written by the careful hand of a copyist. “It was stuck under one of
the alter candles,” he said with a shrug.
As I took the letter, I saw the crude scar of George IV’s profile on
the back of his hand. He didn’t have anything else worth hearing—
cavs never did.
Washing potatoes could wait. I went to the cone of canvas that I
shared with six other women, and opened my letter:
“Ms. Rodriguez
When I was in infant school, my best friend was a girl called
Alyssa. She taught me to sit cross-legged and, one day, cried for over
an hour because she couldn’t make a paper boat which floated in the
school’s pond. I gave her my desert at lunch, even though I was terrified of getting birched for it.
There’s a tea shop in Broughton called Motley’s. I often go there,
at about three in the afternoon. I’ve always wanted to try their AfterThe Future Fire 2014.29
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noon Tea for Two Persons, but have never had someone to share it
with.”
I held the letter and stared at the wooden pole in the centre of my
home.
————————
I screwed my fists up in my hair and twisted. Water drizzled onto
my shoulders. My clothes stuck to my skin and now I was finally out
of the rain, I could feel the sodden cloth clinging like a leech. It was
early September and the summer sun lingered, but cold winds came
from the north. I let go of my hair and let it dangle over my face.
Motley’s was a small place with tables set out on the street, the
kind of continental place that was still fashionable outside the cities.
The wooden window frames which fronted the building were white,
paint peeling in places. The cobbles of the courtyard hurt my feet in
my ruined boots.
I took a sugar cube from the pot on the table and gnawed on it.
If someone recognised me, I would be arrested and thrown in jail. I
was a terrorist, a traitor. If I didn’t recognise Amy, I would have betrayed my comrades for nothing. How could I hope to recognise
someone I had last seen almost a quarter-of-a-century ago? I hunched
my shoulders, made myself smaller, hid behind my hair.
Business was slow in market town of Broughton, and I knew it was
our fault. The newspapers had been camped outside Manor Farm for
the last month, each edition providing more horrific details of our exploits. Socialists! they shouted. Communists! Anarchists!
COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARIES!
They were only a hare’s breath from calling us Royalists.
We were outlaws, guilty of every crime an outlaw can commit. In
the ink of the newspaper, there were only two types of people: Good
Citizens; and everyone else. We were everyone else. We were guilty
of everything a Good Citizen feared.
I finished the sugar cube and used my incisor to dig the granules
from under my nails. I got a mouthful of mud.
Amy could be anyone. I looked around at the tables, saw women
my age who sipped carefully at china cups. We hadn’t arranged any
kind secret signal. I picked another sugar cube out the bowel.
Any of the women at the tables could be police.
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In the grey sky, a company weather balloon lit up for a moment as
its brazier fired, and it disappeared into the cloud. Had they seen me?
Had they been looking for me?
“Alyssa?” a voice said. “Alyssa Rodriguez?”
I didn’t respond for a few moments. The voice belonged to a
woman with a thick, foreign accent. I was waiting for a little girl.
“I’m sorry,” the voice said.
I looked up. She was wearing a plain black single-breasted jacket,
collarless white blouse and ankle-length skirt. She had dark brown
hair and deep brown eyes. Her skin was white but tanned, her fingers
long and clean.
Was that really…?
“Amelia?” I asked.
Her face almost split in half with a smile and she lent down to hug
me. She smelt of jasmine.
“You’re…” I said, reluctant to put my arm around her. I would
stain her suit.
I was expecting someone with uncomfortable black hair, a chubby
round face, teeth at awkward angles, a red-and-white dress. The
woman hugging me could have been any of the women I used to
watch pass the stained and sooty window in my room, the carefully
de-sexed professionals who carried cases full of ledger books and
spoke a language of business I didn’t understand. I wasn’t expecting
someone with adult shoulders and an adult face.
“I’m what?” she said as she took the seat opposite me.
“I just didn’t expect someone so…” I couldn’t bring myself to say,
‘grown up’. It sounded stupid. I was twenty-nine years old. We were
in the same class at school. Of course she was an adult.
“And you look like a drowned rat!” she said. She leaned forwards
and whispered, “a drowned rat trying to hide from a cat when they’re
sitting bang in the middle of a cattery.”
The pressure of my wet clothes against my skin and the realisation
I hadn’t washed in sixty days struck me dumb. She was an adult, a
woman in a smart suit who smelt of jasmine, a professional. I was a
mud-caked drowned rat who stank of sweat and rotting barley.
“Straighten up,” she said. “Sit like you deserve to be here and people might believe you.”
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I looked up at her through my hair. Her voice was professional and
confident and I was so used to obeying professional and confident
voices that I found myself un-hunching my shoulders and straightening my back.
“I didn’t expect I’d see you again,” she said quietly. She folded her
hands on the table.
“You said you were only going for three years,” I said. In my effort
to sound reasonable, I sounded disinterested. It had been an open
wound for almost a quarter-of-a-century and poking it hurt like hell.
Three years is a long time to wait for your friend to come back when
you’re a child, especially when it’s twenty-four years.
“My dad didn’t find gold in Ophir, so he moved us to Melbourne in
fifty-three. He got a job working steam cranes on the docks, and I
guess the plan to prospect for three years and come home went out
the window.”
We sat in silence, watching each other. Her eyes took in each part
of me like I was an exotic meal to be enjoyed ingredient by ingredient. Maybe I did the same to her.
“What’s brought you back here?” I asked.
“I’m not here forever,” she said. “V&A shipped me over to deal
with the colonisation. Your colonisation. I spent the last few months
in Suez. V&A do a lot of sub-contract work for the canal company.”
“I haven’t had a job in three years,” I said. “I spent five years getting a fifth grade Apprenticeship Bond from V&A and can’t even get
work cutting corn. They’ve got machines to do that now.”
“Fifth grade, huh? That’s no mean feat. You know, they say knowledge is its own reward.”
“I have almost a thousand pounds of debt,” I said. “V&A don’t
take knowledge in payment. I’ve spent the last two years a hare’s
breath from the workhouses.”
“Hare’s breath?” she said. “You mean hair’s breadth?”
“No,” I said. I preferred my expression. It had an animal in it.
“So,” Amy said. “What was your Bond in?”
I looked up at her and bit my tongue. I didn’t want to talk about
this. This was all I’d talked about for three years. She was doing a far
better job of making small talk than I was.
“You got family over here?” I asked. “A husband?”
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She laughed. “Would I get away with dressing like this if I had a
husband?”
She had a point. And if she had a husband, she wouldn’t have a job.
She didn’t return the question because if I had a husband, I wouldn’t
be a coloniser. Houses don’t keep themselves.
Over her shoulder, three pigeons beat their wings as they escaped
to the eaves of the café.
Hot air pushed me out my seat. I twisted around and tried to grab
hold of something; my hands flailed in instinctual reaction. The September sun caught on the edges of the shattered glass as it flew
through the air and I screamed as I felt the skin on my face burn.
Something dull dug into my ribs and crushed my lungs. I smelt burning, and heard screams.
————————
A volley of weather rockets pierced the heavens above us as Father
Goddard handed me the evening’s paper. The rain rapped the roof of
the infirmary tent and would keep on coming. I looked down at the
paper.
Anarchistic Café Bomb Kills Six occupied half the page above the
fold.
“I was just—” I started, but Goddard silenced me with a wave of
his hand.
“Leaving camp is not a crime, Alyssa,” he said, but his eyes said
something different.
My undignified crawl back to camp yesterday was already wellknown. Father Goddard sat on the bed beside me. The explosion had
left me shaken in body and mind, and I’d asked for time off from my
duties to recover. I’d been told that cooking and washing were soft
labours—not the hard labours of collecting supplies or trying to rekindle the steam-driven farm machinery—and there was no need for
me to abstain from them. So this morning I’d stood with the other
women as we laboured (softly) in the Sisyphean task of cleaning the
mud out people’s clothes until I’d passed out and fallen into the mire
the washing tub had become.
“It could have been sympathisers,” Goddard said, his voice rich.
The lines of his face creased as he frowned. “It could have been
agent provocateurs. It could even have been the company. I don’t
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know.”
I’d been an atheist since my fourteenth birthday, but there was
something about Father Goddard that comforted me. When you stood
next to him, when he talked to you, it was as if all the problems in the
world were tiny things that you could watch like actors on a stage.
“The bomb detonated behind a structural pillar,” Goddard said.
“The pillar absorbed most of the blast and just left a lot of smoke and
fury. You could call yourself lucky, Alyssa.”
I touched the tight skin of my face self-consciously. I’d been
burned like I’d spent a day in the fields under August sun. All six fatalities had been sitting inside. I’d been pushed to the floor by the
force of the blast. Amy fell on top of me, and the table fell on top of
her. We’d helped each other to our feet and disappeared before police
arrived. Neither of us wanted to be found there—a brush with the police would be enough for her to lose her job, the company more concerned with image than fact.
I was grateful that Father Goddard didn’t tell me God saved me. It
was just… just random chance and physics.
Outside the infirmary, our shanty town of tents was an undefined
smudge in a haze of rain which swept across the camp like an artist’s
paintbrush. People moved along the duckboards, their shoulders
hunched and faces to the ground.
A hundred years ago, this had been a swamp. It was drained, crops
were planted, and money grew. Then the company brought in heavy,
steam-driven equipment to replace the human labourers. As it trampled through the fields, all those tons of iron and steel had cracked
the drainage pipes. The huge run-off trenches, like the one to the west
of the ridge we’d made camp on, were clogged with broken bricks,
birds nests and dead foxes. We called the trench the Slough of Despond—it would swallow any man or woman stupid enough to step
foot near it, guilt-racked sinner or not.
The company had been sending up rain rockets for the past forty
days. What was once good farmland was now pig wallow. Skin was
beginning to fall off our feet in clumps.
“We’re going to need to—” Goddard broke off and looked over my
shoulder.
“Thomas,” he said.
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I turned and looked. Tom looked back as us with one eye bloodshot
and the other swollen closed. He leaned on his walking stick. In a
camp of pent-up frustration, it’s no surprise he’d taken a beating.
Cavs are good for something.
“What can we do for you?” Goddard asked.
“I’m fine,” Tom said. He took a few uncomfortable steps inside. “I
need to talk to you, Father.”
“You need to speak to the General Assembly,” Goddard said.
“There’s no backroom deals here, Thomas.”
“I’ve got better things to do with my life than waste my breath on
that bunch of privileged dickheads.”
“Everything goes through the Assembly,” Goddard said.
“Everything is decided by direct democracy. No one gets special
treatment here, Thomas. No one.”
“Sure,” Tom said. “Sure. I’ll stand there, waiting patiently for you
to close the meeting before it’s my turn to talk.”
Goddard drew a breath in through his nose, and then let it out.
“I’ve warned you before about your constant attempts to derail and
hijack this movement,” Goddard said. “We colonised this land because we’ve nourished the soil with our hearts and hands for generations, and in the sphere of fundamental moral quintessence—far, far
above the petty temporal spheres of money and trading floors and bureaucracy—this is our land. We came together because we’re not resources to be consumed by the monied elites before they discard our
husks like forgotten oyster shells. We’re here because we create the
wealth and never see a penny of it, while they hoard it like medieval
dragons. And when V&A’s pet government send in their army, we’ll
be here, united, standing against them. We’re not here to settle your
personal vendettas.”
“Yeah,” Tom said. “Personal vendettas. ’Cause the only time I want
to say anything is to make trouble.”
I carefully dropped the newspaper and lay down again. If I closed
my eyes, maybe I could ignore the argument Tom was about to have
with Goddard.
I heard Goddard’s footsteps along the duckboard on the tent’s floor,
and then his hand on Tom’s shoulder.
“This isn’t about you, Thomas,” I heard him say quietly. His greatThe Future Fire 2014.29
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coat brushed against the tent as he left.
I was asleep. I was in pain. I had just been bombed, and I was an
invalid. I wasn’t any part of this.
“Hey,” Tom said. He moved to my bedside and leaned on his walking stick. “Hey. What is it? Alice?”
I rolled onto my side and onto a bed of pins which dug into the
tight, burnt skin of my abdomen.
“Listen, Alice,” Tom said. “Goddard feels guilty about you. He’ll
listen to you. I need you to tell him something. Just listen.”
Never trust a Royalist. There’s always something in it for them,
and that means there’s always something you’ve got to give up. I
clung so tightly to everything I still had.
I moaned. Tom didn’t move.
“I have orders,” Tom said. “Signed, official orders. They’re moving
their invasion of our camp up to next Tuesday. There’s no way I’m
going to be allowed to speak at the Assembly, so you have to tell him.
You have to tell him, Alice.”
A spike of something sickening shot up from my stomach and into
my brain. We’d first heard the army was being called in over a week
ago, but until now it had been something vague, an uneasy feeling I
could push around and ignore. Suddenly it was something real, something I had to deal with.
“Bugger off,” I said.
I just wanted to sleep. I didn’t have to worry about anything while I
was asleep.
“Listen, Alice, they’re using the bombing as an excuse to—”
“No,” I said. “Listen to me. Just go away and leave me alone. I’m
sick, I’m tired, and I don’t want to be part of whatever bullshit you’re
stirring up with your little Cavalier friends.”
I leaned over the edge of my cot and retched. There were rats in my
stomach, their claws in my intestines and throat as they looked for a
way out. Tom talked to them, agitated them.
He said something under his breath, and left.
————————
It was night time when I woke up. We couldn’t spare the oil to light
the infirmary, so the sound of rain and vague shapes loomed into my
barely-sentient mind.
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Someone was throwing up. I heard the bile and gruel splash against
the floor to a background of defeated sobs. I needed to leave before it
started coming out their other end, too.
I dragged myself along the duckboard and outside, and the wind
slapped me across the face with rain like a duelling glove. I wanted to
look up and see the stars, see the moon, but I knew all I’d see was an
eyeful of rain. I’d seen that enough.
An aura of lamplight lit up the Assembly. Angry shouts and accusations consumed the normal polite and slightly smug speeches.
A tight ball of colonisers pushed against each other as they tried to
get to the centre. I walked around as best I could, picked my way
through across the boards and tried not to slip. Goddard and his choir
barely maintained order. Someone shouted something about gallows.
About firing squads. About swift justice. Traitors and The Cause.
“No,” Goddard’s choir said. I saw his hand briefly through the
press of bodies. “We have a process. We will have a tribunal, and an
investigation. We will have justice.”
The crowd mumbled something not-quite acquiescence.
As I sidled around the knot of people, I looked up at the sky. Something distant, just below the clouds, flashed for a moment. Weather
balloon. Spy balloon with telescopes pointed down at us, experts in
the basket peering down at people’s lips to see what we were saying.
The company watched us, always.
“No one worries about how you get your information,” I heard
Tom shout. The crowd hissed with menace.
“Look at the seals, the orders are genuine!” he said.
Goddard said something. His choir didn’t repeat it, and I didn’t
catch it.
“We will convene a tribunal,” the choir said. “Thomas will explain
himself, and we will vote on his fate.”
“Hang him!” someone in the crowd shouted. The cheer was deafening. Rhythmic clapping started and quickly consumed the crowd. It
drowned anything Tom said in his defence.
Tom could have got those orders two ways: he stole them; or he
was taking them. Never trust a Royalist.
Slowly, the noise of the crowd abated. As it did, I could hear why:
shod hooves on wood. I looked to the south and saw the halo of a
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lamp slowly advancing.
Something grabbed my arm and twisted me around. Cold, wet flesh
smothered my face and stopped my scream. I was too tired to fight, to
thrash like a fish on a hook.
“Listen Alice,” Tom hissed at me. “Listen to me. If you say something for me, I could at least get a trial first. If you don’t do something, they’re going to kill me. I mean, this is bloody typical. I tell
them the British army is going to be here in four days, and they don’t
worry about getting ready. Oh, no. Far more important to find a
scapegoat for the inconvenience of their plans being ruined.”
Tom’s good eye was wide and bloodshot. His hair stuck to his face,
his clothes filthy and stinking. He took his hand off my face.
“Leave me alone,” I said. I shivered, and not with the cold.
“They’re going to kill me.”
“Leave me alone,” I said again, loud enough for him to hear me but
not to be over-heard. If I was seen talking to him like this, it wouldn’t
just be him on the gallows. “Take your filthy cav hands off me.”
“Oh great,” Tom said. His face filled with creases and hatred.
“Yeah. You think that’s me, that’s what I am? Listen, you little tart:
yes, my parents fought for King George. And you know why? Because they had no choice. Redcoats beat down your door, put muskets to your face and say you’re either going to enlist or we shoot
you, what do you think you’d do?”
I didn’t answer. I knew what I’d do. What it’d be easier to do.
The hoof beats stopped with a snort and a whinny. Tack rang with a
shake of the horse’s head. The gathered Assembly fell back and
waited.
“I had a third grade Apprenticeship Bond with Trevithick’s Steam
Company, before V&A gutted them,” Tom said. “And then, someone
found out who my parents were. Then there were ten guys holding
me down and an eleventh guy pushing a red hot Georgian coin into
the back of my hand. Before that, Alice, before that, I was a normal
person. People listened to me.”
“It’s a genuine V&A seal.” The words came across the Assembly to
us. A confident, matter-of-fact voice. Tom glanced at it, and then back
at me.
“And they call me a Cavalier,” he said quietly. “The Victoria and
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Albert Engineering Company. As in Victoria and Albert Hanover. As
in the niece of George the Forth. The most powerful company in the
Empire, run by the House of Hanover. Fucking revolution might as
well have never happened.”
His words wrapped around a thought I had refused to articulate for
years. It was just a change of name, Queen Victoria for Chief Executive Officer Victoria. For a moment it seemed as if I’d spent the last
three years furious at the mountains. Huge, immortal, unchanging,
dwarfing the tiny human civilisation laying tribute at their roots. I
was punching at fog, furious at the light of the sun. How do you fight
that?
“And they sent you alone?” I heard Goddard say. “Sent a woman,
by herself, in the middle of the night?”
“I’ve delivered the eviction notice,” the woman said. “That’s all
they need. They’ve fulfilled their legal obligation to remove you
peacefully from their land.”
“Alyssa?” Goddard, then his choir, said. The edges of my vision
went white. Tom shoved me forwards, into the eyes of the crowd.
They passed me towards Goddard. My feet refused to leave the
ground. I couldn’t do this, couldn’t do any of this.
“You know our pale rider?” Goddard said.
I looked at her. Amy watched me carefully, her cheek covered in a
bandage, hair hidden under a bicorne and body under a great coat
which now carried its own weight in rain water.
“I’d like you to escort her back to the farm house,” Goddard said.
“I wouldn’t want anyone to believe we treated our guests inhospitably.”
I glanced back over my shoulder, but Tom had disappeared into the
night and the rain. Goddard watched me. Amy watched me. The choir
watched me. The crowd watched me.
I took hold of the horse’s reins.
————————
It was difficult to make out her features in the dark, difficult to see
the expression she wore. She sat on the horse’s back, feet hidden under her riding skirt. We walked through fields ploughed for barley but
empty of seed, the mud sucking at my feet and the horse’s hooves.
We followed the lines of dry stone walls, the pale rock like a line of
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moonlight.
“How are you doing?” I asked. “After the café, I mean.”
“Still alive,” she said. “It would really help if I could have some
time off to recover my nerves, but the company won’t let me. You?”
“I’m okay,” I said with a shrug. “Got more important things to
worry about, I guess.”
The wind blew between us and chilled me. Summer was leaving.
I didn’t know what else to say. I didn’t know if the bomb had
driven us closer together or further apart. I waited for Amy to say
something, walked quietly beside her as she rode. She watched the
ground ahead of us, mouth closed apart from the hint of steam in the
cold air around her lips.
I escaped into a fantasy land where I stood before Victoria Hanover
and made her understand just how unfair the system she had created
was. When she spoke, she told me of her childhood locked in a house
in Kensington, of the isolation and constant fear that had been her
only playmates. She blamed me, she said. Me and all my ilk. We had
made her a prisoner, had constructed a jail in her mind that she could
never escape from. It was a jail built so we could view her like a lunatic in Bethlehem. I tried to hold my nerve, to not apologise and feel
guilty.
“I had to deliver the notice,” Amy said. Her words shoved me back
into the real world and my fantasy evaporated. It left me frustratingly
unsatisfied, like rushed sex. “It’s my job. I’m just doing my job, Lyss.
You anarchists are bad for business. You saw what things were like in
town. And it’s past planting now, so we’ve lost hundreds of tons of
barley. That’s going to cost us a lot of money.”
“We’re not anarchists,” I said. “We just want what we’re owed.”
Amy leaned back, took the bicorn off and pushed the hair out her
face. The rain had diffused into a mist that clung to me. I looked up at
Amy, and the lantern above her head gave her a halo in the fog as if
she was the moon on a cloudy night. She put the bicorn back on, and
the lantern disappeared behind it.
Perhaps I could catch a glance of the real moon. I looked over
Amy’s shoulder, and then my own. The company’s balloon still hovered above us, envelope lit up by the brazier beneath it.
“You’re not owed anything,” Amy said.
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“That’s the company talking,” I said. “I thought you were a human
being.”
“I am,” she said. “And I’m talking for myself. Listen Lyss, don’t
blame anyone else for your stupidity. Don’t do it. I’ll lose my temper.”
“My stupidity?” I almost choked.
“Yeah,” she said. “Listen. Before your Glorious Revolution kicked
George’s backside out his palace, ninety percent of people in plush
jobs were Lords with Apprenticeship Bonds, right? So the government takes over the Royal Industries and says, ‘Hey, now everyone
can have an Apprenticeship Bond! You don’t have to be a Lord any
more, any peasant can have one! You don’t have any money to buy
one? Well fine, our mates the bankers will lend it to you!’ So you
greedy bastards snap it up. No one stopped and thought, ‘Well hey,
the number of people with Bonds is going up but the number of jobs
isn’t…’ You got scammed and now you’re sour.”
“They took our money!” I said. “They’ve got millions, and that
wasn’t enough. And they didn’t just take what we had, they took our
futures. I’m going to be paying my debts off for the rest of my life.
My uncle died for that future, and I earned it!”
“And you know what they’re doing with it, Lyss? All these rockets
they’re shooting up, all these steam threshers you hate so much for
taking your jobs, they’re all being built in Egypt and India—”
“They’re only being built in India because the wages are so low,” I
said. “When people start demanding a living wage there, they’ll just
move again.”
She watched me from the saddle, her skin smothered in shadows
cast by the bicorn, her hair, the lapels of her coat. Her hands gripped
the reins, the bandage across her left check an alien growth of grey
skin.
“You’re next,” I said. “This isn’t about countries. This is about
money. About wealth. About those who have it stealing it from those
who don’t. Once they’ve drained us dry they’ll move on to you. It’s
not country verses country, it’s peasantry verses bourgeoisies—and
you’re betraying your own side.”
Amy threw the reins at me and I caught them out of instinct, a loyal
worker whose muscles had been trained to serve. She dismounted,
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stood breast-to-breast with me, gripped my shoulders with the talons
of a bird of prey. She pulled me forward until I could feel the warmth
of her breath on my chin.
“You know why I’m not married?” she snarled. “No. You know
what I was thinking about when I had my first orgasm, Lyss? Let me
tell you: my governess. If I want to keep my job—if I want to walk
down the street without getting the shit kicked out of me—I have to
betray myself. I betray myself every day when I get up and pretend to
be normal. I betray myself whenever I speak to someone. I betray
myself whenever I flirt with a man to keep up appearances, when I
pretend to be flattered by his advances. I betray myself whenever I
see a woman I find attractive and act like nothing has happened. And
you know what? When you spend your whole life stabbing yourself
in the back, stabbing someone else in the back really doesn’t matter
all that much.”
She held onto my shoulders and onto my gaze, refusing to let me
look away. I felt her warm breath against my lips, the wind pushed
her hair against my cheeks. I tried to pull back, to push away without
touching her. She held onto me. She watched me, and I saw light
catching on her eyelashes as she blinked.
She looked over my shoulder, and I turned around.
A streak of yellow flame fell in-front of the clouds. A man-shaped
silhouette fell from the snake’s head and turned end-over-end. A
scream reached us over the sound of burning.
The reins pulled in my hand, and I held them tighter.
Beneath the flames, I saw the shape of a basket. I saw panic, people screamed and fled and they had no where to flee to. The heat
from the fire burned my still-sensitive skin and over-whelmed my
eyes. I couldn’t see anything else.
The reins pulled again, and I held tighter. The dying balloon
streaked to the ground, the noise and heat destroying the cold and wet
of the night.
A snap of pain in my shoulder and fingers and I lost my footing
and hot, wet horse breath filled my face. Two huge, white eyes stared
straight at me. My hand gripped the reins and I saw my feet crash
against the beast’s flank. My shoulder sent a tight ball of pain to my
fingers, and the world twisted around me. I let go.
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I lay on the ground, and the heat of the burning balloon smothered
me like waves on a beach. The world spun, snapped back, spun,
snapped back. I could see the outline of Amy’s face, her hair falling
around it.
“Oh, shit…” she said. “Shit, shit, shit…”
I tried to form words, in my mouth or even in my head. All I could
manage was a low, long groan.
“It’s going to be okay, Lyss,” she told me.
I groaned again.
I felt Amy take hold of my chin and turn my face towards hers. She
leaned in, her lips so close to mine I could feel her words.
“It’s going to be okay,” she said again.
The last thing I would swear to was her lips against mine, soft and
warm and wet.
————————
I woke up with a bitter taste gummed to the inside of my mouth. I
prised my lips apart and forced my finger beyond my teeth. I poked
my tongue. I dug my nail into it. I felt pain, but it didn’t happen to
me. It happened to someone else who told me what it felt like. I tried
to roll onto my side, but my body was heavy and had ideas of its
own. So, I lay on my back and waited.
The thick, musty smell of canvass slowly found its way into my
brain. Sounds of people moving, of people moaning. The sound of
people dropping duckboards into the mud and shuffling along them. I
closed my eyes.
I opened them again. Heat from a near-by oil lamp touched me, its
musty smoke drifting over my face. I opened my mouth and inserted
my finger again. My tongue was thick and squirmed, refused to be
pinned down. I closed my eyes.
“Alyssa?”
The voice was familiar, comforting. Rockets shot into the heavens.
Their noise faded, drew back to reveal the voice again.
“Can you hear me, Alyssa?”
I opened my eyes. Thick daylight filled the tent.
“Just nod, if you can’t speak,” the voice said. I nodded.
“You’re going to be okay,” it said. I made a noise. “The horse panicked. You sprained your shoulder, and your left calf was stamped on.
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You’ve just got some severe bruising on your calf, but we don’t think
it’s broken. Your friend carried you back here. You need some rest.”
I made another noise.
The rain. A great emptiness swallowed me in the fraction of a second it took for my mind to form those two syllables. I grasped for
purchase in it, but found none.
“Father Goddard?” I said.
“Get some rest,” Goddard said.
His footsteps retreated. I closed my eyes.
My mouth opened, and someone put something cold and wet into
it. I gagged at the bitter taste and swallowed involuntarily.
————————
When I opened my eyes again, it was daylight, and cold. The air
was damp like early morning. My head pounded and rocks filled my
intestines.
The air was still thick with the smell of canvass and trapped air and
death. I could feel that there was something wrong, but my brain refused to put it into words for me.
I put my hands on the edges of the bed, and pushed until I was sitting. The world swam for a moment, reality sloshing around and refusing to settle. I swivelled myself around and let my feet rest on the
ground. My left calf ached like insects were burrowing through it.
Tom’s walking stick was by my bedside. The fingers of my right
hand refused to move. I took the stick with my left and pulled myself
to my feet.
Outside, the sun was low and not yet clear of the horizon. I blinked
it into focus and reality still refused to settle. I shuffled a few feet
along a duckboard.
A sparrow called.
It filled me with a dread I’d not known since I was six years old
and my parents had told me to say my prayers or else Satan would
take me while I slept. I wanted to get back into my sick bed and slip
out of consciousness again. I wanted to wake up and find normality. I
closed my eyes and when I opened them the world had refused to
change. I shuffled a few feet further.
I couldn’t lay helpless in bed while Satan stalked abroad. It had
been impossible for me when I was six and it was impossible for me
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now. I couldn’t simply wait.
I followed the board through our camp, passing the open flaps of
the tents. I came to the ridge, and looked west as the thin lip of the
sun watched the back of my head.
Everyone I had come to know as brothers-in-arms over the last two
months were lined on the edge of the ridge, staring down the sights of
their rifles.
The rain had stopped. I could see the sun and hear the birds for the
first time in more than a month. I turned my head and vomited.
The farm machines sat on the edge of the ridge, their tracked tyres
already sinking into the mud. As big as banker’s houses, they shook
with the pipes that choked their black iron bodies. Smoke flowed out
their chimneys like water over a fall. Piles of burning wood were
jammed into crevices and shelves made by the pipes. They filled the
camp with an orchestra of noise felt rather than heard, a battering ram
to the gut. The morning mist which still clung to the ground drifted
away from the watch fires in tendrils of steam.
From the other side of the Slough of Despond, I heard a bugle call.
The men and women on the machines waited. The bugle echoed
through the fabric of the tents, against the wood of the machinery
sheds and over the acres of mud.
Hoof beats squelched. Someone fired a shot. Another followed. But
then there was only the sound of horses stampeding their way
through the mire and the gut-punch of the machinery.
As I watched the shifting fabric of fog, I saw the dawn sun catch on
the metal of body armour. Heavy sheets of steel covering the chests
and legs of man and horse. One hand held reins, the other a sabre,
ready to sweep down and cut flesh. Shots came from the thresher, the
plough, the tractor. The charge swept down the slope and one, two
riders fell.
As they charged, one horse twisted around, fell on its side as its
legs snapped and its rider tumbled into the mud. Another horse
stopped far too quickly, its front legs locked in the mud and its tail
whipped its head as it cartwheeled.
Three riders made it to the disintegrating drainage ditch before
sinking quickly up to their thighs. They thrashed, horse and man, but
made easy targets. More cavalry bucked and fell, trapped and sinking
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in the mud of the Slough, sinking under the weight of their armour,
their sin. The men cried, the horses cried, and the shots kept coming.
I watched a man thrown from his horse try to crawl up to us, and I
saw a rider catapulted from his mount drown him in the mud as he
landed.
Another bugle call came from across the Slough, and after a few
moments there was another wave of squelching hooves. The air smelt
of burning coal, of wet wood smoke, of blood and shit and death. I
fell to my knees.
The second charge hit the first like a wave against a cliff face.
Caught in the confusion of mud and bodies, they twisted and fell and
screamed.
I turned away and watched the sky.
The morning mist evaporated, the fingers pulling back to reveal a
charge of angels. They swept without sound from the sky, they
plucked the soldiers off the ground, and they carried them away.
They vanished as if they’d never existed.
————————
I woke to voices and rain. My guts full of shale. My legs were dozens of feet away from me, attached by thin wires to my hips. My
head rang, trying to fight its way back to the real world, to somewhere that made sense. Someone moaned and shuffled on the wet
beds of the infirmary.
“I should have come across sooner,” I heard a voice say. “I’ve always wanted a chance to stand at the Eureka Stockade and spit in the
eye of the English oppressors. How many people get the chance to
live out their dreams?”
“This isn’t a game,” another voice said after a pause.
“I know that,” the first voice said. “And I know a V&A turncoat isn’t going to get an easy time. But Hell, you’re telling me you couldn’t do with the extra help?”
A wet gurgle came from the bed beside me, then hacking coughs.
“What about the company?”
“You said yourself that they didn’t expect me to come back after
delivering the notice,” the first voice said. A pause. “V&A had a monopoly on the Melbourne docks—they owned the wharfs, the cranes,
the ships, the warehouses… My father worked for them, fourteen
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hours a day, six days a week. In fifty-nine, he joined the Traders Hall
and rallied the other stevedores to join the labour union. He was dead
within three months. We lived in a V&A worker’s house and we
would have been kicked out, but my fourteen-year-old brother got a
job with them. The docks made V&A rich and we were in slums and
dying of cholera. Lyss was right: it’ll be some other poor bastard
next.”
“The situation hasn’t changed,” the second voice. “Why has your
mind changed?”
A heavy sigh.
“Because I kissed her,” the first voice. “I kissed her, and nothing
happened. The world didn’t open up and swallow me. Satan didn’t
appear and drag me to Hell. Fuck, no one cared. I’m a homosexual,
Father. I don’t find men sexually attractive, but I there’s some women
out there who make me swoon.”
Another pause.
“I’m happy you can tell me that,” the second voice. “But don’t tell
anyone else. There’s already enough tension in the camp.”
“Amy?” I said.
“Yeah,” first voice. “Yeah. I won’t go throwing it in people’s faces.
I’ll just be quietly homosexual.”
“Amy?” I said again.
Footsteps came towards me. A soft, cool hand ran down my cheek
and gently cupped my chin.
“What did you say, sweetheart?”
“Is that you, Amy?” I asked.
“Amy?” the first voice said. “Is that what you said? Yeah, it’s Amy.
You’re going to be okay, Lyss. You just need some rest.”
“Did you come here for me?”
“Did I what? Come here for you?”
The fingers stroked the line of my jaw.
“Don’t flatter yourself. It wasn’t that great a kiss.”
“I want to go home,” I said.
“Yeah, I know,” she said. “We’re both a long way from home.”
I said it again.
“What, Lyss? You want to go home? Now? Jeez, how did someone
as spineless as you end up on this side of this fight?”
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————————
Water dripped outside my tent. Feet scuffed over the wooden
boards. Quick laughter, arguments about looting the bodies of the soldiers: it’s a waste of good equipment; let them sink and rot; it’s a
waste of good food; it’s a death sentence to go down there. Far away,
the General Assembly gathered. The infirmary was filled with shit
and death. The air was cold.
How did I end up on this side of this fight? I didn’t want to think
about it. I didn’t want to think about the men and women outside, or
about the man I could hear dying in the bed next to mine. I didn’t
want to think about the next wave of cavalry they’d send.
I didn’t want to think about the five years I studied with V&A. I
didn’t want to think about crying before my exams and how each of
those tears had meant nothing. About how the Bond I’d earned was
no better than toilet paper.
I didn’t want to think about Amy kissing me. About the warmth,
the softness, the tenderness of her touch. About how, in that moment,
I would have given anything for more. About how starved, how
empty of human empathy I was. How her epiphany was sparked by
an empty, spineless husk like me and how it should have been someone great and good and worthwhile.
My parents. I hadn’t spoken to them in months. My mother used to
write to me every week, and I’d write back. A long, tortuous grind
that took me hours to complete. If she missed a week, I’d sit and
wait. I’d wait for her to write. I’d never write first.
The revolution killed my uncle. Fighting so his niece could have a
life worth living. And I made ends meet by begging charity and digging through bins, and my mother had to pay for the letters I sent
back to her. My uncle died for nothing. I saw it in my father’s eyes
every time he looked at me. I saw it in every curve of my mother’s
ink.
I didn’t want to think about it.
I didn’t want to think about any of it.
But the laudanum, Father Goddard’s distant voice, the cool touch
of fingers I let myself believe were Amy’s, the smell of the mud, the
taste of wet canvass… They wouldn’t give me a choice.
How had someone as spineless as me ended up on this side of this
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fight?
I’d heard a march was happening in town. I’d joined so I could tell
myself I was doing something, and didn’t think about what I was doing or how I thought it would help one God-damned bit. We’d ended
up here. I hadn’t left. It was just… easier. Easier to stay with the
crowd. To follow. To not wonder why.
Easier to get an Apprenticeship Bond, because that’s what my uncle died for. Because the revolution was glorious and set us all free.
Easier to ignore my parents.
It was always… always just easier.
So why had I left a note on Amy’s desk?
I rolled onto my side, heard the bed creak, had my nose shot full of
fungal spores which had been growing in the fabric. Coal smoke and
steam drifted into the infirmary.
I had printed the note, scared of my handwriting giving me away. I
sneaked into the machine shed and worked the letterpress alone, because I was scared to ask for permission to use it. It was easier not to
ask.
We had found the starling dead and cold against the kitchen wall.
Amy’s father was sick, and she wanted to be a surgeon when she
grew up. So I wanted to be a surgeon, too. We knew it was a serious
job, and we took it seriously. We didn’t worry about what was easier,
we just worried about what we wanted.
Rain. Gunpowder. Rotten flesh. Distant voices. I rolled onto my
back, the rain dripped through the canvass and onto my face.
What was I doing here?
————————
I pushed myself onto my hips, and stopped for a few moments
while the world swam. I prodded the flesh of my legs. It felt cold and
wet. A timpani of rain hit the tent. I swung my legs onto the floor,
took hold of Tom’s stick and pulled myself to my feet. Slowly, I shuffled out into the twilight.
The air was cold and stark. And wet. It clung to my skin like I
could offer it salvation. The smell of rot clung to the mud. I shuffled
along the duckboards, blinking the rain and light out of my eyes.
The flap of the chapel was open, and I let myself in. A duckboard
lay down the aisle, and smaller boards branched off for pews. The
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two candles on the altar were lit, burning slowly.
“Well, if someone just showed me how to clean the guns—” I
heard Amy say.
“There’s a whole camp of people that need feeding,” Goddard said.
They both stood with their back to me, engrossed in their argument.
Tom paced for four steps behind them, turned, and then paced back.
He stared down at the floor.
“I’ve been peeling potatoes for three days!” Amy said. “Let me do
something else, won’t you?”
“The Assembly—” Goddard said.
“Fuck the fucking Assembly,” Tom spat.
“Now that’s—” Goddard said.
“We’re leaving,” I told them. I shuffled down the aisle.
All three of them stopped and looked at me.
“You shouldn’t be out of bed,” Amy said.
“Tomorrow night,” I said. “We’ll leave the tents set up, but take
everything else. They won’t realise we’re gone for a few days. That’ll
buy us enough time.”
“We’re not leaving,” Goddard said. “The army attacked us, Alyssa,
and we won. We beat them. There’s no sense in us leaving now.”
“You really think we won?” I said. “Before we were just a nuisance. Now we’re murderers. We mercilessly killed the brave soldiers
of Parliament’s army, the sons of the heroic revolutionaries who won
our freedom, the thin red line that keeps us free.”
“We didn’t start this colonisation just to give up,” Goddard said.
Amy and Tom watched us, spectators at a play.
I pulled myself to within a couple of feet of Goddard and refused to
look away.
“I didn’t start this colonisation to die,” I told him. “I came here to
change the world. You can’t change the world if you’re a corpse.
V&A fooled me once. I won’t get fooled again.”
“I don’t think—”
“I used to be like that,” I said. “I was very good at it. But then I
stopped, and I started to think. If we stay here, we’re all going to die.
How long do you think before they bring in artillery? How long do
you think our suppliers will keep giving us food and ammo? Long
enough for us to defeat the entire fucking army? There’s what—a
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hundred of us? There’s over a hundred thousand in the army. You
think we can kill them all?”
I waited for Goddard to answer. He licked his lips.
“We leave,” I said. “We go back to the city. How is anyone going
to know who we are? We go back to our shitty homes and our shitty
lives. We go back to being nothing more than the poor sod cleaning
out their privy. We wait. And, when we find another battlefield, we
appear from nowhere. An army of shit shovellers, of gin waitresses,
of invisible unemployed. We appear from nowhere, we fight that battle, and we win. And then we vanish like we never existed. We’ll be
an army of shadows.”
“Like the Spanish guerillas?” Tom said. “In the Peninsula War?
They’d attack camps or French supplies, and then disappear into the
hills.”
“We won’t wear uniforms,” I said. “We won’t hide in the hills.
We’ll go back to being the invisible people we’ve always been. Sitting in this farm isn’t going to win the war. This war’s far too big for
that. Sitting here is just going to get us killed. So we’re leaving. Tomorrow night.”
“More like the Luddites…” Amy said.
I turned around, and shuffled back down the board.
“You can’t just decide like that,” Goddard said. “You need to put a
motion before the Assembly.”
“Even if you let an irrational and emotional woman speak at the
Assembly, and even if people listened to me, and even if all the cavs
and all the women voted with me, I’d still only have thirty-percent of
the vote,” I said. “That’s the same as not being able to speak at all.
For me, for Tom, for Amy. For anyone in that thirty percent.”
I didn’t turn around.
Goddard sighed.
“Alyssa,” he said patiently. “You just need to calm down and think
about this rationally. We can’t—”
“Fuck the Assembly,” I said. I caught the movement of my hand in
the periphery of my vision, gesticulating wildly. There was spittle on
my lips. I turned around so Goddard could see. “I’m angry, and I
have every right to be angry, and you can just fucking deal with it.
V&A have fucked up my life and since I’ve been here all I’ve been
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allowed to do about it is wash your socks and cook your food. And
you know what? I’m better than that. I can fix machinery, I can clean
guns, I can deal with suppliers. I’m not married to the Assembly, and
I’m not going to be its housewife any more.”
Goddard spoke again, but I didn’t hear what he said. The words fell
off me, water off a duck’s back. I turned and shuffled away.
Amy’s hand wrapped around my waist and took my weight. I let
her.
“You need a hand?” she asked.
I didn’t refuse.
We left the chapel, and she started to guide me back to the infirmary.
“Hey,” I heard Tom say. I heard his feet against the wet wood.
“Hey, Alyssa.” His hand was on my shoulder. I stopped, and Amy
helped me turn around.
“I’m going to spread the word around,” Tom said. “About your
shadow army. The Assembly is going to hang me for stealing those
orders, and I came here to take the fight to V&A. I came here to
bloody their nose, not sit around and wait for my neck to be
stretched. And I’m not the only one tired of sitting on his arse.”
He looked at me. Watched me. I wanted to run. I wanted to be
someone else.
But I wasn’t someone else. I was me, and I was here, and this is
what I had to deal with.
“Tell them to meet by the thresher shed, about midnight,” I said.
Tom nodded and with it swore an unspoken oath to me. Then he
turned, and walked away.
“What are you going to do?” Amy asked.
“I don’t know,” I said. I hoped Tom couldn’t hear me. “I was hoping… it would, you know. Something would happen.”
“Every army needs a general, Lyss,” Amy said. “Even a shadow
army.”
I sighed. My feet moved. I felt the weight of my body against the
heel, the arch, my toes. All I had to do right now was walk.
“Every general needs a second-in-command,” I said. I didn’t look
at Amy, just kept looking at the ground, at my feet.
Amy didn’t say anything. She helped me through the tent flaps of
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the infirmary, and guided me back down to my bed. I let out a long,
hard sigh.
She pulled the dead man’s bed closer to mine, and sat on the edge
of it. She watched me.
“You remember that starling we found?” I said. “I didn’t have a
clue what to do with it. Just that you wanted to help your dad and we
needed to do something…”
Amy reached forwards, and wiped a tear off each of my cheeks.
“We sold it to that taxidermist, remember? Got a couple of coppers
and brought my dad a new blanket. Don’t worry Lyss, we’ll work this
out, too.”
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‘Always Left Behind’
Jack Hollis Marr

Illustrated by Carmen Moran

Tobias came by for me this morning. He’s a strong young man and
he lifts me easily, but I don’t hate it the way I used to, before they
left. He never makes me feel like a child. And he’s good-looking too,
which never hurts, though it did smart worse, before, thinking of how
I must look, how he would never look at me. Tobias looks at me
sometimes, I think, with that considering warmth. It makes me flustered, which an old man like me has no right being. I think about my
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dignity too much. The younger ones don’t bother about it, not in the
same way. Not with shame. They have more true dignity than the rest
of us were ever allowed.
While he drives, Tobias tells me about the episode he had last
night. “Angels,” he says, “right out of old books, all wings and eyes.”
It takes me by surprise: I’d been picturing pious china figures in Victorian nightgowns, heads bowed and wings neatly folded. “Was terrified. But they was wonderful things, for as long as I could look. I
thought of them old words—be not afraid.” He always does surprise
me, Tobias. There’s too much of the old world left in me, expecting
too little from someone like him.
Someone like him.
He helps me out of the truck and my two crutches get me into
work. I call them Lefty and Righty, the way my wife called her
breasts before she went off to the new world. It’s not even a bitter
joke. They’re part of me, in their way, like her breasts were part of
her. Like mine were, once, before they ended up rotting in some
medical landfill; good riddance to them. I never had names for them.
My hands ache as I type. Pain’s a constant, of course. No amount
of looking after each other, of designing this left-behind world
around us, can take that away, no more than it can take away the pain
Tobias feels, the times he doesn’t come, when I don’t see him for
days or weeks, and he comes back thin-faced and with new scars that
I can see or not-see but feel. We were idealists in our own way too.
“Morning,” Laverne says, coming in with tea. I wrap my aching
hands around the cup. She’s my age, or older, broad as a bus and half
my height, and she could probably kill a man with the hands that
passed me that warm mug. Two of her cats have followed her, curious; one comes to lie on my desk, in my paperwork. There are things
that don’t change. She goes off again quick. She doesn’t do social,
our Laverne. The cat in my in-tray stays, purring low. “Scat,” I tell it,
“shoo,” but it just blinks its slow blink and looks away. They didn’t
take animals to Mars, just cow-goo, pig-goo, horse-goo, all in vats. I
wonder what it’s like, being all alone, the only living things up there
besides what they grow.
They sent messages, for a while, and then stopped. Sometimes I
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think maybe they all died out. Good riddance to them. It’s an unworthy thought so I say a low little prayer under my breath, not for them
but for myself, for all of us who can’t risk thinking like that, not now.
I still think it, though. We’re still human, whatever they thought.
There were exceptions, of course, that they publicized broadly: the
brilliant mind in the crippled body, the fat old woman who’d invented
the very technology of their exodus. Those of us they took, they sterilized: no chance of reproduction, of passing on of our fatal flaws, in
their dry red Eden. I’m surprised they didn’t do the same to those
they left behind. Perhaps they thought we’d die out anyway, slow or
quick, in the ruined world they’d left us, helpless without them. Perhaps they believed we’d find each other too repugnant to mate with,
or be too horrified at the idea of perpetuating our faults, our sicknesses, our fat, our twisted bones and broken minds, in another generation. Most likely they never thought about it, I suppose. They
never did think about us much.
Maybe I think about them too often, up there in the sky like Tobias’
angels should be, safe and far away and sending down messages of
goodwill. They’ve got a star and all, that low red dot on the horizon
some days. Shun tells me I’m counterrevolutionary, wondering about
them, what they’d think of what we’ve made, whether they’d be surprised and think it good, or just see it as crooked and cobbled together just like us. Shun’s young, though: ey don’t remember what it
was like before. “There’s no them,” ey say, frustrated with me, “not
any more. Just us.” Ey walk easily, are tall and straight and slim.
Maybe sometimes I see em as them, for all I know that’s wrong with
em. Wrong with: counterrevolutionary words. There’s nothing wrong
with us.
But if there’s no them, what does revolution mean? I think sometimes Shun sees me as them, for everything ey say: a familiar them
ey’ve always known, a them safe to argue with. But I like em, though
ey drive me crazy. And I get to call myself that now, whatever anyone
(Shun) says. It’s my word now, and I hug it tight.
It’s my world now, ours; made not so much of ramps and gadgets
as Tobias’ real indifference as he lifts me out of bed, Laverne’s practical hands wiping my arse clean when I shit myself. It’s a better word
than pretty was, and I shed that one a long time ago. People like Shun
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don’t need those words, perhaps, the ones I cuddle both for comfort
and to protect them: crazy, broken, cripple, freak. My words, my self,
bridging this old world and this new with my twisted-up self. I think
of it like that, my crumbling spine like the gaps in the swinging rope
bridge from old films when the heroes were strong men and the bad
guys were us, broken or brown, too lisping, too womanly, too
strange. We’ll be dead soon, my generation, and the young ones
won’t remember things like that, and the world they build may be
amazing because they never remember those that left us behind. But
sometimes, when Laverne brings me a hot drink, our eyes meet, kind
and cynical at once. Yes, they don’t know how good they have it,
how bad it was, uphill both ways in the snow. We both look forward
to dying, someday, like Tobias does all the time. I’ll help him, when
he asks.
Not long for me, now. I flex my hands, all bone and thick hair and
hurting. They’ve done good work, when they can. I think of how
they’ll be rotting someday soon, like my long-good-riddance breasts,
like Shun’s lover’s flesh turned on itself. Eyesore means what my
eyes are like a lot of the time now, from squinting in the light. We
that are left, made of imperfection, in a world too bright for me to
see, like staring into the sun: like Tobias’ angels, all blazing wings
and eyes. My ears can’t hear what tidings they bring, tell if we should
be joyful or sore afraid. Sore like the ones on Shun’s lover’s face that
Shun kisses so gently and never sees an eyesore.
Ah, it’s too much for me. I flex my hand again and go back to
work. My world’s a small one, when I don’t think these thoughts, and
I like it that way. For all they call me Father, I don’t have any great
blessings to give, only small and broken ones. Like me, and I smile a
bit, erase and re-write a piece of my sermon. Though they’re not my
gods, maybe Tobias’ angels are watching over us; maybe they’ll bless
us, like they should, from far away. I like to think we don’t need
them, not any more. Bent, broken, crippled and crook’d: who needs
blessings? (All of us, all of us who know and share this terrible pain.)
So I’ll have to do it, as best I can, with my crooked hands. Bless myself, and Tobias and Lavern and Shun and Shun’s lover and all of us,
the new grand-baby crying in its crib behind Laverne’s office door:
bless us every one.
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————————
“In general, normal medical and physiological health standards will be used. These standards are derived from evidence-based medicine, verified from clinical studies.
•
The applicant must be free from any disease, any dependency on drugs, alcohol or tobacco;
•
Normal range of motion and functionality in all joints;
•
Visual acuity in both eyes of 100% (20/20) either uncorrected or corrected with lenses or contact lenses;
•
Free from any psychiatric disorders;
•
It is important to be healthy, with an age- and genderadequate fitness level;
•
Blood pressure should not exceed 140/90 measured in a
sitting position;
•
The standing height must be between 157 and 190 cm.”
From astronaut selection qualifications for Mars One mission.
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